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THE VINEYARD AT 
PAINTED MOON – 
SUSAN MALLERY 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Mackenzie Dienes seems to 
have it all--a beautiful home, 
close friends and a successful 
career as an elite winemaker 

with the family winery. There's just one problem--
it's not her family, it's her husband's. In fact, 
everything in her life is tied to him--his mother is 
the closest thing to a mom that she's ever had, 
their home is on the family compound, his sister is 
her best friend. So when she and her husband 
admit their marriage is over, her pain goes beyond 
heartbreak. She's on the brink of losing everything. 
Her job, her home, her friends and, worst of all, 
her family. Staying is an option. She can continue 
to work at the winery, be friends with her mother-
in-law, hug her nieces and nephews--but as an 
employee, nothing more. Or she can surrender 
every piece of her heart in order to build a legacy 
of her own. If she can dare to let go of the life she 
thought she wanted, she might discover something 
even more beautiful waiting for her beneath a 
painted moon. 

THE INN AT HARTS HAVEN – 
PATRICIA DAVIDS  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Pregnant and desperate, Victoria Worthington 
runs to the only place that's ever felt safe. For 
years she's been controlled, first by her crime-
boss father, then by her ex-boyfriend. 
Donning a hand-sewn dress, a kapp and a new 

name, she escapes as Abby Martin to the Amish 
community of Harts Haven, where she spent happy 
summers with her grandparents. Taking a job as a 
maid at the local inn, Abby plans to repair her 
grandparents' abandoned house and build a new life 
for her baby. Since a tragedy took his family, 
contractor Joseph Troyer has traveled from one 
Amish town to another, refusing to let anyone get 
close. Not that it stops the inn's elderly, eccentric 
owner, Rose, from doing some matchmaking while 
Joe renovates her kitchen. Though Abby is more 
outspoken than any Amish woman he knows, 
something draws him to her--and to the secrets 
she's hiding. Taken under Rose's wing, Abby begins 
to find her place at last. But even here there's no 
hiding from the past. Only by facing it with 
courage, faith and the unexpected gift of love can 
this haven become the home she's longed for. 

THE FAMILY YOU MAKE – JILL 
SHALVIS  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
During the snowstorm of the century 
Levi Cutler is stranded on a ski lift with 
a stranger named Jane. After strong 
winds hurl the gondola in front of them 
into the ground, Levi calls his parents 

to prepare them for the worst but can't bring 
himself to say goodbye. Instead, wanting to fulfill 
his mother's lifelong wish, he impulsively tells her 
he's happily settled and Jane is his girlfriend-right 
before his phone dies. But Levi and Jane do not. 
Now Levi's family is desperate to meet "The One." 
Though Jane agrees to be his pretend girlfriend for 
just one dinner, she's nervous. After a traumatic 
childhood, Jane isn't sure she knows how to be 
around a tight-knit family. She's terrified, and a little 
jealous. But an unexpected series of events and a 
host of new friends soon show Jane that perhaps 
this is the life she was always meant to have. As 
Jane and Levi spend more time together, pretend 
feelings quickly turn into real ones. Now all Jane 
has to do is admit to herself she can't live without 
the man she's fallen in love with and the family she 
has always dreamed of. 

 

MARRY ME MILLIE – AMY LILLARD  
BOOK #1 $24.95 
When her young husband died unexpectedly, Millie 
Bauman thought her life was over too--until she learned 

she was carrying his child. Now, as she awaits the baby's 
arrival, Millie's sure her future will revolve around 
motherhood, the B&B she runs with her Aunt Sylvie, and 

the beloved Whoopie Pies her Widows Club whips up each week. But 
when a handsome newcomer arrives in town, Millie is intrigued, and the 
club wonders if Millie might find a second chance at love. Henry King 
plans to stay in Paradise Valley long enough to take care of some family 
business, and hopefully mend the heartache of his own lost love. As Henry 
and Millie cross paths, it's clear their neighbors are gently trying to play 
matchmaker. Not wanting to disappoint, the two pretend to play along--
but life gets complicated when a true and tender affection grows. As Millie 
gets ready to welcome her baby, they must rely on faith and fate to decide 
if they should risk their hearts on love again. 
 

EVENINGS BY THE FIRE – DEBBIE MACOMBER 
$24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 07/92) 
“Bride on the Loose” Jason Manning is content with his 
life as a carefree bachelor, until a precocious girl decides to 
play matchmaker and introduces him to her mother. To 
Jason's relief, Charlotte Weston is as uninterested in a 
relationship as he is. Charlotte likes Jason, but there's no way 
she's putting her broken heart on the line again. As their 

feelings start to deepen, can Jason convince the stubborn Charlotte that 
they're better together? “My Hero” Would-be romance writer Bailey York 
has already failed twice at love. She thinks men are wonderful to read and 
write about, but that's it. Which is probably why she has such difficulty 
creating a hero for her novel. What she needs is a real-life example, and 
she finds one in Parker Davidson. He's everything a hero should be: 
attractive, determined, capable of tenderness and a man of substance. 
Parker is perfect as Bailey's inspiration--but he wants to be the hero in her 
life, not just in her book! 
 

THE WOMAN I WAS BEFORE – KERRY FISHER  
$24.95 
Of all the emotions single mother Kate Jones expects to feel 
as she walks into her brand-new house on Parkview Road, 
hope is the most surprising. She has changed her and her 
daughter's names and moved across the country to escape the 
single mistake that destroyed their lives. But Kate isn't the only 
woman on the street starting afresh. Warm, whirlwind 

Gisela, with her busy life and confident children, and sharp, composed 
Sally, with her spontaneous marriage and high-flying career, are the first 
new friends Kate has allowed herself in years. While part of her envies 
their seemingly perfect lives, their friendship helps Kate to leave her guilt 
behind. Until one day, everything changes. Kate is called to the scene of 
a devastating car accident, the consequences of which will test everything 
the women thought they knew about each other and themselves. 
 

BOLD FORTUNE – MM CRANE (AKA MEGAN CRANE) 
BOOK #1 $24.95  
Quinn Fortune is the official protector of all the unspoiled beauty 
in Lost Lake, Alaska, as the head of the community trust. A 
rugged frontiersman through and through, he doesn't do soft. But 
he can't help his fascination with the pink-clad professor who 
shows up in Lost Lake seeking his approval for her cheerful 
outsider's proposal about land that isn't hers. Still, he agrees to 

consider it--if she can handle a month of good old-fashioned Alaska living. 
He's betting she'll head back to the safety of the Lower 48 within the week. 
Violet Parrish is a thinker, not a doer, but desperate times call for 
extraordinary measures--like taking on the Alaskan wilderness. In January. 
Off the grid. With a mountain man hot enough to melt a glacier. The 
frozen Alaskan tundra should be no match for Violet's determination, but 
the sheer immensity of the Last Frontier takes her by surprise--as does her 
attraction to gruff, impossibly handsome Quinn, and the unexpected heat 
that burns between them during the freezing Alaska nights. 
 

HOW TO COWBOY – JENNIE MARTS  
BOOK #3 $24.95 
Book #1 A Cowboy State of Mind, Book #2 When a Cowboy 
loves a Woman. After one injury too many, Cade gave up the 
rodeo for a simpler life working at his cousin's horse rescue 
ranch. But his life turns upside down when his estranged 
daughter is placed in his custody after a tragic car accident. 
Wanting nothing to do with her father, thirteen year-old Allie 

struggles to adjust to her new life. Nora Fisher never thought her last 
relationship would leave her empty-handed and empty-hearted, back home 
in her mother's basement. Taking a job as a physical therapist for an 
injured young girl seems like a sound plan. Except she isn't prepared for 
the girl's hunky cowboy dad to be so involved. Cade and Nora are both in 
way over their heads, but must find a way to work together to help Allie 
and the horses on the rescue ranch. And as they lean on each other, they 
just might heal their hearts and find a way to love again. 
 

RED RIVER DEEP – CAROLYN BROWN  
$24.95 
Six years ago, one fight ended it all... And now Tracey Walker 
has bittersweet memories and a secret that she keeps close to 
her heart. A fresh start in a new town is just what she and her 
five year-old son need to move on from the past. But when 
she discovers her old flame lives a few doors down from her, 
she's confronted with the urge to tell him everything. 

 
THE RANCHERS BABY SURPRISE – SASHA SUMMERS  
$24.95 
Former soldier John Mitchell has come home after being 
discharged and asks his best friend, Natalie, to help him 
decompress. They're both in for a shock when a precious baby girl 
is dropped on Natalie's doorstep--and John is the father! Now 
John needs Natalie's help more than ever. But Natalie has been in 
love with John forever. How can she help him find his way to 

being a family man if she's not part of that family? c
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LAST DANCE WITH A COWBOY – SARA RICHARDSON  
BOOK #3 $24.95 
Book #1 First Kiss with a Cowboy, Book #2 One Night 
with a Cowboy. Leila Valentino will do anything to keep her 
grandparents' Colorado winery afloat. Even partner with 
August Harding, the first-and last-man to break her heart. 
Fifteen years ago, August left Silverado Lake, and Leila, far 
behind. Now the cowboy's back with an offer that could 
save her family's business. But to keep her grandparents 

from worrying over the vineyard finances, Leila insists August give a 
different reason for his return: her. August Harding is one step away from 
a huge promotion. All he has to do is ensure that his company acquires 
Valentino Bellas Vineyards. And if pretending he and Leila are back 
together is the cost, well, he can't say no. Leila has never forgiven him for 
the way he ended things, but the longer they pretend to be a couple, the 
more he begins to wonder if a second chance isn't impossible after all. 
Includes the bonus novella “Sunrise Ranch” by Carolyn Brown! 

 
MERCILESS – DIANA PALMER  
$24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 07/11) 
FBI agent Jon Blackhawk has no interest in settling down with 
a wife and family, despite being one of Jacobsville's most 
eligible bachelors. Luckily, Jon has a gatekeeper: his assistant, 
Joceline Perry. Without her help, he'd be at the mercy of the 
women of Jacobsville. But the more he comes to rely on her, 

the more he notices how invaluable and attractive she really is. While 
Joceline can't deny that her boss is the epitome of tall, dark and 
handsome, as a single mother she doesn't have the luxury of being 
anything but professional. But when Jon is accosted by a criminal seeking 
revenge, she comes to his aid-fueling the spark that is growing between 
them. As the danger to Jon's safety grows, Joceline stands by his side.  

HOT FOR YOU – MARIE HARTE  
BOOK #3 $24.95 
Book #1 Make Me Burn, Book #2 Burning Desire. 
Firefighter Reggie Morgan is done with love, done with 
relationships, and done with complications. But when he's 
called to the scene of a hit-and-run, he finds a scared little 
girl, a butt-ugly stray puppy, and an unconscious woman he 
can't get out of his mind. The girl and the puppy are a 

handful, but the girl's mother, Maggie might just be the woman to melt 
Reggie's icy heart. Reggie has loved and lost before and the pain nearly 
broke him. But they can't ignore their unquenchable desire for each 
other, and Maggie, a teacher by trade, is confident she can show Reggie 
all about falling--and staying--in love. 

 
THE MCKETTRICK WAY – LINDA LAEL MILLER 
$24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 11/07) 
Meg McKettrick longs for a baby--husband optional. 
Perfect father material is gorgeous Brad O'Ballivan, an old 
flame and the new owner of his family's ranch in Stone 
Creek. But Meg--as strong, proud and stubborn as her 
ancestors from Indian Rock's Triple M ranch--wants to do 

things her way...the McKettrick way. And Brad feels just as strongly 
about the O'Ballivan way! Also Includes “A Baby and a Betrothal” 
by Michelle Major. As proud as Katie Garrity is of her bakery, she's ready 
to be more than just The Cupcake Lady. She wants to be Mrs. and 
Mommy, too. But in the small mountain town of Crimson, there aren't 
many candidates for a dad--until the one who got away returns. Forest 
ranger Noah Crawford can't commit to forever, though. But after one 
explosive night, it just may be too late. 
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Coming next month… 

□ DECONSTRUCTED – LIZ TALLER TRADE P/BACK  
□THE MARINES RELUCTANT RETURN – SABRINA YORK BK #3 

□ TEXAS HOMECOMING – CAROLYN BROWN BK #2  
□ TO BE LOVED BY YOU – DEBBIE BURNS BK #6  

□ CHARMING TEXAS COWBOY – TERI ANNE STANLEY BK #2  
□ LUCKY LEAP DAY – ANN MARIE WALKER T/P 

□ BOLD LOVE – LAUREN ACCARDO BK #3 
□ THE PATH TO SUNSHINE COVE – RAEANNE THAYNE 

□ ALASKA DREAMS – JENNIFER SNOW BK #6  

Preorders… 
□  RISK IT ALL – JUNE FAVER BK #4 DUE 22/2 
□  BEFORE BUCKHORN – BJ DANIELS BK #4 DUE 22/2 
□  THE INN ON MIRROR LAKE – DEBBIE MASON BK #4 DUE 22/2 
□  CONFESSIONS FROM THE QUILTING CIRCLE – MAISEY YATES DUE 22/2 
□  THE BLUEBONNET BATTLE – CAROLYN BROWN DUE 8/3 
□  SUMMER AT STALLION RIDGE – DELORES FOSSEN BK #3 DUE 29/3 
□  SWEET HOME COWBOY – YATES/HELM/ASHENDEN/CREWS DUE 29/3 
□  SUMMER ON THE ISLAND – BRENDA NOVAK T/P DUE 5/4 
□  THE BEST OF ME – SHARON SALA BK #13 DUE 26/4  
□  SWEET HOME ALASKA – JENNIFER SNOW BK #5 DUE 24/5 

ROMANCING THE RANCHER 
– KATE PEARCE  
BOOK #6 $24.95 
Start with The Second Chance 
Rancher.  Ranching will always run in 
Evan Miller's blood, but as the fifth 
son, he also wants to prove to his 
skeptical family that he can forge his 

own path. Drawn to the world of rodeo, Evan 
encounters Josie Martinez, half-sister of world 
champion bull rider Rio Martinez. He hopes Josie 
might show him the ropes but Josie has priorities of 
her own. Josie's not sure what she's doing at her 
brother's ranch when she should be at her office in 
San Francisco, fulfilling her dream of becoming 
young entrepreneur of the year. Ever since violence 
unexpectedly entered her life and her home, she's 
struggled to get her life back on track. The ranch 
offers a sanctuary--with one gorgeous exception: 
Evan. But is he just a distraction, or can their 
growing bond--and undeniable attraction-persuade 
Josie that her heart is big enough for work and love.  

COWBOY HEATWAVE – 
KIM REDFORD 
BOOK #9 $24.95 
Start with Cowboy Firefighter 
for Christmas. Audrey Oakes is 
in Wildcat Bluff County on a 
mission. She has a lead on the 
legendary Hallelujah Ranch 

bootlegger gold--money that would cover the cost 
of her grandmother's life-saving medical treatment--
but she hadn't counted on following it straight into 
a group of wild horse rustlers. Audrey has no 
choice but to speed to the closest refuge and hide, 
only to be confronted by a gun-toting, hot-blooded 
cowboy. It might only be a coincidence that Audrey 
appears on firefighter Cole Murphy's doorstep just 
as the rustlers race by his ranch. But Cole isn't 
about to let anything, or anyone, distract him from 
catching the wild mustang thieves--no matter how 
red-hot his connection to her is. And if she is part 
of the rustler ring, all the more reason to keep a 
very close eye on her. 

THE TRUE COWBOY OF SUNSET 
RIDGE – MAISEY YATES  
BOOK #14 $24.95 
Start with Smooth Talking Cowboy. Midwife 
Mallory Chance is ready for a fresh start in 
Gold Valley. And when she locks eyes with a 
handsome cowboy, it feels like fate. After too 
many years wasted on her cheating ex, good 

girl Mallory is ready to cut loose. But when the dust 
settles, it turns out that her mysterious one-night 
cowboy is none other than her new landlord--and 
someone she'll be seeing very regularly around Gold 
Valley. Bull rider Colt Daniels has a wild reputation, 
but after losing his friend on the rodeo circuit, he's 
left it all behind. If only he could walk away from 
his guilt as easily...or the temptation of Mallory. But 
he can't offer her the future she deserves. Then his 
friend's tiny daughter ends up on Colt's doorstep. 
Colt has never wanted to rely on anyone, but he 
needs Mallory's help caring for the baby he's 
beginning to love as his own. Is it all still temporary, 
or is it their chance at a forever family? 

LIFE FLIGHT – LYNETTE EASON  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
EMS helicopter pilot Penny Carlton is used to high 
stress situations, but being forced to land on a 
mountain in a raging storm with a critical patient--
and a serial killer on the loose--tests her skills and 
her nerve to the limit. She survives with FBI Special 
Agent Holt Satterfield's help. But she's not out of 

the woods yet. In the ensuing days, Penny finds herself under attack. And 
when news reaches Holt that he may not have gotten his man after all, it will 
take all he and Penny have to catch a killer--before he catches one of them. 
 
 
 

CRASH SITE – RACHEL GRANT  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Dangerous Ground. Fiona Carver has landed a dream assignment: 
conducting an archaeological inventory of Ruby Island. Two months in paradise 
exploring and mapping a rainforest, vast caves, and a 17th century star fort and 
following up on legends of hidden Spanish gold. Add a reunion with wildlife 
photographer Dean Slater and it's enough to take Fiona's breath away. But the 
sparkle fades when Dean's arrival is met with danger. Reunited and determined to 
see the project through, Fiona and Dean find themselves in a swirl of intrigue as 
they delve into the complex history of the refuge, now a tropical haven for 
billionaires and their secrets. But the work isn't easy, as someone appears 
determined to kill the project-by any means necessary. As betrayal casts storm 
clouds over Ruby Island and friendships dissolve into distrust, one thing becomes 
clear: Fiona and Dean are trapped in a dangerous paradise. 
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MOUNTAIN RESCUE – SANDRA OWENS 
BOOK #3 $24.95  
Book #1 Operation K9, Book #2 
Keeping Guard. The sole witness to a 
murder, stuntwoman Rachel Denning 
thought she'd found the perfect hideout 
in a remote cabin. Until a strange man 
appears in her bedroom. After a few 
terrifying moments, she realizes it's a 

mix-up-he's not there to kill her-and Rachel finds 
herself with an unexpected protector in the form of 
a navy SEAL. Dallas Manning is just trying to 
recover. After being rescued from the Taliban, he's 
on extended leave. Finding his mountain retreat 
occupied by a knife-wielding stranger isn't part of his 
recovery plan, and neither is training dogs. But an 
old friend enlists him to help train service dogs for 
veterans, and Dallas bonds with Bella, a dog rescued 
from a bad situation. All Dallas wants is to be left 
alone and get his head straight, but Rachel stirs his 
protective instincts. Being trapped together makes it 
impossible to ignore their growing attraction, but 
neither of them can outrun their pasts.  
 
TOUGH CUSTOMER – SANDRA BROWN  

$24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 08/10) 
When a deranged stalker attempts to 
murder her daughter Berry, Caroline 
King has no doubts about who to 
contact for help: Berry's father, the cagey 
PI Dodge Hanley. It's been thirty years 
since Dodge last saw Caroline, but she 
remains the one woman--among many--

that he can't forget. He has a whole bagful of 
grudging excuses for ignoring Caroline's call--and 
one compelling reason to drop everything and fly 
down to Texas to protect the daughter he's never 
met: guilt. As always, Dodge's perseverance knows 
no bounds as he teams with a small-town sheriff, but 
the alarming situation worsens when the stalker 
claims other victims, leaving a trail of clues lethally 
pointing toward Berry. And Dodge-a street-smart 
fighter who has always put his life on the line-
realizes that this time, he's risking his heart as well. 

PURSUED BY THE SHERIFF – 
DELORES FOSSEN 
BOOK #4 $19.95 
Start with Her Child To Protect. The 
bullet that rips through Sheriff Jace 
Castillo's body stalls his investigation. 
But being nursed back to health by the 
shooter's sister is his biggest 

complication yet. Linnea Martell has always been--
and still is--off-limits. Even if close quarters and 
undeniable attraction tempts them for more. And 
the danger only intensifies when Linnea gets caught 
in the line of fire. 

 
DISAVOWED IN WYOMING – 
JUNO RUSHDAN  
BOOK #3 $19.95 
Book #1 Rogue Christmas Operation, 
Book #2 Alaskan Christmas Escape. 
Fleeing from a CIA kill squad, former 
operative Dean Delgado is hiding out 

back in Wyoming, where the terrain-and the people--
are all too familiar. Working undercover, he 
befriends veterinarian Kate Sawyer-the woman he 
was once forced to leave behind. But when an 
emergency call brings Kate under fire, Dean must 
blow his cover to save her. Now, despite the risks to 
his own life, protecting Kate is the only mission that 
matters. 

 
COWBOY IN THE CROSSHAIRS 
– NICOLE HELM  
BOOK #4 $19.95 
Start with Summer Stalker. After 
attempting to expose corruption in the 
highest ranks of the military and being 
unceremoniously discharged, former 

navy SEAL Nate Averly becomes an assassin's next 
target. When Nate flees to his brother's Montana 
ranch, North Star agent and tech expert Elsie Rogers 
must protect him and uncover the threat before 
more lives are lost. But they're up against a cunning 
adversary--and a cover-up that's bigger and deadlier 
than they ever imagined... 

BEST KEPT LIES/FATHER 
FOR HER BABY – JACKSON/ 
DANIELS 
$24.95 *2 IN 1* *REISSUE* 
(ORIG 06/04) 
“Best-Kept Lies” by Lisa Jackson. 
Randi McCafferty has a secret--and 
keeping it could endanger her life. But 

it's the only option she has if she wants to keep her 
son safe. When her well-meaning but overbearing 
brothers hire Kurt Striker to protect Randi, she still 
doesn't trust Kurt enough to reveal the dark 
information she's holding...even if the handsome 
investigator insists that sharing the secret is the key 
to Randi's freedom. But Kurt is hiding something, 
too: he's beginning to fall for the very woman he's 
been entrusted to protect. Even as Randi opens up 
to Kurt--emotionally and personally--Kurt worries 
their vulnerability could endanger them both in a 
way he never imagined possible. “A Father for Her 
Baby” by B.J. Daniels.  After witnessing a murder, 
Kit Bannack discovers she's set a killer on her trail. 
Fortunately, determined cowboy Luke St. John has 
taken Kit in for safekeeping. The handsome 
bodyguard has kept Kit and her child out of harm's 
way--and has surely stolen Kit's heart. But before 
they even think of being a family, they'll have to 
catch a killer. 

 
DISAPPEARANCE AT DAKOTA 
RIDGE – CINDI MYERS  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
When Lauren Baker's sister-in-law and 
niece go missing, she immediately has a 
suspect in mind and heads to Eagle 
Mountain to find them. Turning to 
Deputy Shane Ellis for help, she quickly 

learns there's not much they can do without 
evidence of a crime. Then another woman seen with 
her family is found dead and Lauren is terrified her 
greatest fears will be realized. As their pursuit 
becomes even more urgent, passion flares between 
the two searchers desperate for answers... 
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HERE ARE FOUR FROM NORA ROBERTS/JD ROBB  

FORGOTTEN IN DEATH – JD ROBB  
BOOK #53 $24.95 *REPACK*  
Start with Naked in Death. The body was left in a dumpster 
like so much trash, the victim a woman of no fixed address, 
known for offering paper flowers in return for spare change-
and for keeping the cops informed of any infractions she 
witnessed on the street. But the notebook where she scribbled 
her intel on litterers and other such offenders is nowhere to be 

found. Then Eve is summoned away to a nearby building site to view more 
remains-in this case decades old, adorned with gold jewelry and fine clothing-
unearthed by recent construction work. She isn't happy when she realizes that 
the scene of the crime belongs to her husband, Roarke-not that it should 
surprise her. Now Eve must enter a complex world of real estate development, 
family history, shady deals, and shocking secrets to find justice for two 
women whose lives were thrown away. 

WITHOUT A DOUBT 
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK *REISSUE* (ORIG 05/16) 
“Night Moves” When her husband died, Maggie 
Fitzgerald abandoned her career and place among the 
wealthy elite for a small town existence where she could 
grieve in peace and quiet. Her broken heart finds solace in 
the company of her landscaper, Cliff Delaney. But Cliff has a 
temperamental side, and when human bones are found on 

Maggie's property, he becomes the police's number one suspect. Obsessed with 
learning if the man she's grown to love is capable of murder, Maggie puts her 
own life in a killer's crosshairs. “This Magic Moment” Master magician Pierce 
Atkins has made a career conjuring realistic illusions and escaping elaborate 
traps, mystifying audiences around the world. Mesmerized by his seemingly 
otherworldly abilities, Ryan Swan is desperate for a peek behind the curtain of 
the brooding, attractive genius--only to uncover a personal tragedy his magic 
cannot fix. And as she watches Pierce engage in one death-defying act after 
another, Ryan finds herself becoming spellbound by the man, not the magician. 
To heal his soul will require a kind of magic invoked by the power of love. 

THE OBSESSION 
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK *REISSUE* (ORIG 04/16) 
Naomi Bowes lost her innocence the night she followed her father into 
the woods. In freeing the girl trapped in the root cellar, Naomi revealed 
the extent of her father's crimes and made him infamous. No matter 
how close she gets to happiness, she can't outrun the sins of Thomas 
David Bowes. Now a photographer living under the name Naomi 
Carson, she has found a place that calls to her, an old house in need of 

repair, thousands of miles away from everything she's ever known. Naomi 
wants to embrace the solitude, but the residents of Sunrise Cove keep forcing 
her to open up-especially Xander Keaton. Naomi can feel her defenses failing 
and knows that the connection her new life offers is something she's always 
secretly craved. But the sins of her father can become an obsession, and, as 
she's learned time and again, her past is never more than a nightmare away. 

THE MAGIC CIRCLE  
$24.95 *2 IN 1* *REISSUE* (ORIG 09/92) 
“Captivated” When filmmaker Nash Kirkland reaches out to real-life 
witch Morgana Donovan to use her as a research subject for his next film, 
Morgana humors the skeptical writer. She allows him to make assumptions 
about magic, but quickly grows tired of his close-minded ideas on the 
modern witch. Working in Hollywood, Nash assumes magic is only special 
effects and smoke and mirrors-and he's written enough horror films to 

know exactly what goes on behind the scenes. But something about Morgana 
makes Nash want to change. Nash is ready to start believing in magic, but is 
Morgana ready to open her heart? “Entranced” As a rule, Sebastian Donovan 
never likes making his psychic gifts public. But when he receives a desperate call 
from a mother looking for her missing baby, Sebastian agrees to help. Having 
searched for leads for two months, private investigator Mel Sutherland is only 
slightly offended that Sebastian has been requested to work on the case. Mel 
doesn't believe in psychics, even if Sebastian's talents have proved helpful in the 
past. But if she wants to find the missing child, she'll have to swallow her pride 
and work with Sebastian-no matter how unorthodox his methods are. Soon, the 
two are forced undercover and into a fake relationship but pretending to be in 
love with each other might be the easiest part of this complex case. 



PERIL FROM THE PAST – MENTINK/MCCOY  
$24.95 *2 IN 1* 
Cold Case Pursuit by Dana Mentink. Decades after her parents' 
murders, Penelope McGregor's grateful the killer's finally been 
identified--until he comes after her. Now Detective Tyler Walker 
and his K-9 partner, Dusty, must protect Penelope and catch the 
culprit...while making sure his little girl stays out of the crosshairs. 

But can the single father outplay a killer whose endgame will leave no one safe? 
Delayed Justice by Shirlee McCoy Detective Bradley McGregor and his K-9 
partner, King, come to the rescue when journalist Sasha Eastman's targeted by a 
shooter who looks just like her mother's murderer. But that killer supposedly 
died years ago in a shoot-out with the police. Now it's up to Bradley and King 
to protect Sasha...but how can they stop a killer who's already dead? 

 
DEATH BY THE FINISH LINE – ALEXIS MORGAN  
BOOK #5 $24.95  
Start with Death by Committee. Overcommitted Abby has once 
again been drafted to use her organizing superpowers--this time 
for a 5k charity run that's part of the Founder's Day Celebration in 
Snowberry Creek, Washington. At least she has help, albeit from 
an unlikely source: Gil Pratt, a member of her handsome tenant 
Tripp Blackston's veterans group and co-owner of a motorcycle 

repair shop with his brother. Abby and Gil may seem like an odd couple, but 
they work great together. The event seems to be running smoothly--until city 
council member James DiSalvo is found murdered in a ravine along the race 
route. Unfortunately, Gil's brother Gary had a very public argument with 
DiSalvo minutes before the race, making him the prime suspect. Now the two 
race organizers must again team up to prove Gary's innocence--before the real 
killer makes a run for it. But one wrong step and Abby may be the next one to 
come in dead last. 

 
STITCHED IN CRIME – EMMIE CALDWELL 
BOOK #2 $24.95  
Book #1 A Wicked Yarn. When murder pierces the fabric of the 
close-knit Crandalsburg Craft Fair, it's up to the Ninth Street 
Knitters to make a killer slip their stitch. The Craft Fair may have 
hit a few snags lately but knitting enthusiast Lia Geiger is hopeful 
her quiet life will return to its usual patterns in no time. Her 
daughter has officially moved back home, and sure, the house is a 

little crowded with Hayley's take-home work from the alpaca farm, but that's a 
price Lia will happily pay. All seems well until Cori Littlefield, a new vendor 
with a gift for crochet, is found dead, sending shock waves through all of 
Crandalsburg. What begins as a tragic accident turns into a snarled spool of lies 
that only the combined efforts of the Ninth Street Knitters can untangle. When 
Lia makes a connection between Cori's death and a decades-old murder, it's up 
to her to weave together the clues and find the truth. 
 

FRONTLINE FRANCIS – LILIANA HART  
BOOK #3 $24.95 
Book #1 Bouncing Betty, Book #2 Hand Grenade Helen. Scarlet 
Holmes and the love of her life are secretly married at the height 
of the war. But wedded bliss is short-lived when her husband is 
captured as a French spy and imprisoned at a concentration camp. 
It's up to Scarlet and an unlikely group of war heroes—women—
who devise a plan to liberate the camp and save hundreds of lives. 
 

WATCHING OVER YOU – LORI FOSTER  
BOOK #3 $24.95 
Book #1 No Holding Back, Book #2 Stronger Than You Know. 
While investigating a criminal network, Detective Crosby Albertson 
keeps crossing paths with members of the highly trained, suspiciously 
well-informed McKenzie family. They're always one step ahead of him
--especially their alarmingly attractive intel specialist, Madison. And 

Crosby needs to find out why. Madison McKenzie is the tech and surveillance 
whiz of her family's operation. A recent case introduced her to Detective 
Albertson. She finds herself irresistibly drawn to the sexy and mysterious cop. 
There's just one problem. He's a detective and her family's work is secret. When 
Crosby starts digging for information about the McKenzies, Madison's got to 
get him off the scent while keeping him at a safe distance. 

 
THE LAST WIFE – KAREN HAMILTON  
$24.95 *REPACK* 
Nina and Marie were best friends--until Nina was diagnosed with a 
terminal illness. Before she died, Nina asked Marie to fulfill her 
final wishes. But her mistake was in thinking Marie was someone 
she could trust. What Nina didn't know was that Marie always 
wanted her beautiful life, and that Marie has an agenda of her own. 

She'll do anything to get what she wants. Marie thinks she can keep her promise 
to her friend's family on her own terms. But what she doesn't know is that Nina 
was hiding explosive secrets of her own. 

 
CHASING THE VIOLET KILLER – R BARRI FLOWERS  
$19.95 
Traumatized after witnessing her relative's murder live on video 
chat, Secret Service agent Naomi Lincoln makes the long trip home 
for the funeral. Years ago she left boyfriend Dylan Hester 
brokenhearted, but now she must work with the handsome detective 
to investigate a string of murders and bring the criminal to justice. 

Putting aside the attraction that never went away will be difficult enough. But 
capturing the elusive Violet Killer, especially once he sets his sights on Naomi, 
will be the greatest challenge of their professional--and personal--lives. 

 
LITTLE GIRL GONE – AMANDA STEVENS  
BOOK #1 $19.95 
Special agent Thea Lamb returns to her hometown to search 
for a child whose disappearance echoes a 28 year-old cold case
-her twin sister's abduction. Working with her former partner, 
Jake Stillwell, Thea must overcome the pain, doubt and guilt 
that have tormented her for years and denied her a meaningful 

relationship. For both Thea and Jake, the job always came first until now. 
 
AGAINST THE TIDE – KAT MARTIN  
$24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 05/15) 
Liv Chandler is running for her life, and the cops haven't been 
able to do a thing to help. But there's one man who makes her 
feel safe, charter boat captain Rafe Brodie. To Rafe, Liv is a 
beautiful mystery, one he can't ignore. He means to unearth her 
secrets, and in the process, if luck is on his side, maybe the 

spark between them will ignite. But Liv's past is more dangerous than Rafe 
could guess, and when his first mate turns up dead, she fears that she's 
next. That there's something else coming she can't see. That even Rafe and 
the remote village of Valdez, Alaska, can't protect her forever. 
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LIGHTNING IN A MIRROR – JAYNE ANN 
KRENTZ BOOK #3 $32.99 TRADE P/B 

$49.95 H/C (DUE 18TH JAN) 
Book #1 The Vanishing, Book #2 All 
the Colors of Night. Olivia LeClair's 
experiment with speed dating is not 
going well. First there was the date 
from hell who tried to murder her and 
now Harlan Rancourt-long believed 
dead-sits down at her table and tells 

her she's the only one who can help him locate the 
Vortex lab. . She doesn't have much choice, though, 
because her psychic investigation firm works for 
the mysterious Foundation and Victor Arganbright, 
the director, is adamant that she assist Harlan. 
There's just one problem-no one knows Harlan's 
real agenda. His father once ran the Foundation. 
There's a real possibility Harlan has returned to 
claim his inheritance. Neither trusts the other but 
Olivia and Harlan soon realize they must work 
together to survive and unlock the Bluestone 
Project's most dangerous secrets before more 
innocent people die. 

HIDDEN CREED – ALEX KAVA  
BOOK #6 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Breaking Creed. During a 
training exercise, Creed's scent dog, 
Grace, is drawn off course and 
discovers a shallow grave. The body 
was never meant to be found, hidden 
deep in an isolated part of Florida's 

Blackwater River State Forest. The remote area has 
no easy access in or out. The killer obviously hoped 
his secret would be scattered and swallowed up by 
the forces of nature. When Creed's dogs continue 
to find more remains, investigators quickly realize 
they're dealing with someone who knows the forest 
intimately and has been using it to hide his 
handiwork for years. Soon they'll also discover just 
how far he's willing to go to stop them and keep his 
secrets hidden forever. 
 
 
 
 
 

CURSE OF SALEM – KAY 
HOOPER  
BOOK #20 $49.95 H/COVER 
Start with Stealing Shadows. The small 
town of Salem has been quiet for 
months--or so Bishop and his elite 
Special Crimes Unit believe. But then 
Hollis Templeton and Diana Hayes 

receive a warning in Diana's eerie gray time between 
the world of the living and the realm of the dead 
that a twisted killer is stalking Salem, bent on 
destroying in the most bloody and horrifying way 
possible the five families that founded the town. 
The stakes are high, especially for new friends 
Nellie Cavendish and Finn Deverell, both members 
of the Five, and this time Bishop and his wife 
Miranda will lead the team to hunt down a vicious 
killer and uncover a dark and ancient curse 
haunting Salem. 
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19 YELLOW MOON ROAD – 
FERN MICHAELS  
BOOK #33 $24.95 
Start with Weekend Warriors. 
When Maggie Spritzer gets a 
strange message from her 
journalism pal, Gabby Richardson, 
Maggie knows her services are 

needed. Gabby has become involved with The 
Haven, a commune that promises to guide its 
members toward a more fulfilling life. But 
Gabby's enthusiasm has turned to distrust ever 
since she was refused permission to leave the 
compound to visit her sick mother. Maggie wants 
to learn more about The Haven, and the 
Sisterhood is eager to help. It turns out The 
Haven's founders are the sons of a disgraced 
Chicago businessman in prison for running a 
Ponzi scheme. They also have connections to a 
Miami billionaire with dubious sidelines. Soon, 
the Sisterhood gang embark on a search-and 
uncover a web of crime that runs deeper and 
higher than they ever imagined.  

THE SORORITY MURDER – 
ALLISON BRENNAN  
$24.95 
Lucas Vega is obsessed with the death of 
Candace Swain, who left a sorority party 
one night and never came back. Three 
years later while interning at the medical 
examiner's, Lucas discovers new 

information, but the police aren’t interested. 
Lucas knows he has several pieces of the puzzle. 
He just isn't sure how they fit together. So he 
creates a podcast to revisit Candace's last hours. 
Then he encourages listeners to crowdsource 
what they remember and invites Regan Merritt, a 
former US marshal, to come on and share her 
expertise. New tips come in that convince Lucas 
and Regan they are onto something. Then 
shockingly one of the podcast callers turns up 
dead. Another hints at Candace's secret life, a 
much darker picture than Lucas imagined-and 
one that implicates other sorority sisters. Regan 
uses her own resources to bolster their theory and 
learns that Lucas is hiding his own secret.  

FEARED – LISA SCOTTOLINE  
BOOK #6 $24.95 *REPACK*  
Start with Accused. When three men 
announce that they are suing the 
Rosato & DiNunzio law firm for 
reverse sex discrimination--claiming 
that they were not hired because 
they were men--Mary DiNunzio and 

Bennie Rosato are outraged. To make matters 
worse, their one male employee, John Foxman, 
intends to resign, claiming that there is some truth 
to this case. The plaintiffs' lawyer is Nick 
Machiavelli, who has already lost to Mary once 
and is now back with a vengeance --determined 
not only to win, but to destroy the firm. It soon 
becomes clear that Machiavelli will do anything in 
his power to achieve his end...even after the case 
turns deadly. The stakes have never been higher 
for Mary and her associates as they try to keep 
Machiavelli at bay, solve a murder, and save the 
law firm they love...or they could lose everything 
they've worked for.  

Coming next month… 
□ THE BULLET – IRIS JOHANSEN BK #27 *REPACK*  

□ ABANDONED IN DEATH – JD ROBB BK #54 H/C & T/P 
□ KINGS RANSOM – SHARON SALA *REISSUE* 

□ SENTINEL – SOFIA AVES BK #3 T/P 
□ BRING ME FLOWERS – DK HOOD BK #2  

□ THE PERFECT MURDER – KAT MARTIN BK #4  
□ QUIET IN HER BONES – NALINI SINGH *REPACK* 

□ SAY GOODBYE – KAREN ROSE BK #3 *REPACK* 
□ STAR BRIGHT – CATHERINE ANDERSON *REISSUE*   

Preorders… 
 

□ DECKERS DILEMA – CHANTAL FERNANDO BK #1 DUE 22/2 
□ VORTEX – CATHERINE COULTER BK #25 *REPACK* DUE 22/2 

□ AFRAID – JACKSON/IVY/CHILDS DUE 22/2 
□ TURN UP THE HEAT – MARIE HARTE BK #4 DUE 29/3 

□ TOUGH JUSTICE – TEE O’FALLON BK #1 DUE 29/3 
□ UNSTABLE – ALEXANDRA IVY BK # DUE 26/4 

□ THE LAST GOODNIGHT – KAT MARTIN BK #1 DUE 22/6 *REPACK*  

HERES TWO MORE FROM ANNA HACKETT 
BLACKMAILING THE BOSSMAN  

BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Stealing From Mr Rich, book 
#3 Hacking Mr CEO. My name's 
Aspen. I'm a PI, and I'm usually doing 
surveillance on cheating spouses or 
insurance scammers, but now I'm going 
undercover. I'm trading my jeans for 
skirts and playing assistant at 

Kensington Group so I can get personal with Liam 
Kensington-the owner of a multibillion-dollar 
construction and property empire. Not to mention a 
golden-haired god with a sexy British accent. The 
white-collar thieves have Liam in their sights and in 
return for my friend's husband, they want me to 
blackmail a billionaire. But I didn't count on how 
Liam would make me feel, or our incendiary 
attraction. Now I have to save a man's life, catch 
some bad guys, and stop myself from falling in love 
with a billionaire who's out of my league. 

THE HACKER  
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with The Investigator. Helicopter 
pilot Maggie Lopez is focused on 
building her helicopter and drone 
photography business. She takes one 
night off to attend a fancy gala and 
ends up spending a night with her 

crush-Ace Oliveira. He's tall, sexy, and the guru of 
all things tech at Norcross Security. She wasn't 
supposed to fall in lust, or fall in love, and she 
really wasn't supposed to fall pregnant. Ace 
Oliveira's life is just how he likes it. After years 
protecting his country at the NSA, he now puts his 
special computer and hacking skills to good use at 
Norcross Security. He gets paid well. Has good 
friends. Enjoys the hell out of his carefree bachelor 
lifestyle. Relationships and kids are not on the cards 
for him-ever. But then feisty, saucy Maggie-who 
snuck out of his bed like a thief-drops a bombshell. 
Before they can even process the pregnancy, it 
becomes clear someone is trying to kill Maggie. A 
series of deadly accidents are all centered on her, and 
Ace will do whatever it takes to keep her safe.  

ROSEMARY JUST DISCOVERED DK 
HOOD AND LOVES HER BOOKS 

LOSE YOUR BREATH  
BOOK #0.5 (1) $24.95 
When secretary Annie Parkes is 
snatched from the street outside 
of her workplace, David Kane is 
tasked with finding her. Strong, 
highly skilled, and secretive, he's a loner 
and an outsider; the only man the 

military trust to find Annie before her kidnappers 
make good on their promise to kill her. But as Kane 
pulls Annie from a derelict building, gunshots 
ringing through the deserted streets around them, he 
realizes rescuing her is just the beginning. He needs 
to keep her close to find out who is behind her 
capture, and to keep her safe. Hiding out in a remote 
part of town, Kane feels the walls he put up around 
himself many years ago begin to slip in front of 
Annie. Could she be more than just a job? With 
an old enemy hot on his tail, showing any 
weakness could be fatal-but when Annie is 
dragged back into danger once again, could he 
already be too late? 

DON’T TELL A SOUL  
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
When a body is found stuffed into a 
barrel at a garbage dump, covered in long 
red cuts, Detective Jenna Alton and her 
new deputy, David Kane, rush to the 
scene. Nothing ever happens in the small 
American town of Black Rock Falls, so 
Jenna believes the victim must be one of 

two recent missing persons, and she fears for the life 
of the other. Both were strangers to the town, but 
there's nothing else to link them. Jenna knows 
someone must have seen something, but no one's 
talking; how well does she really know the people 
around her? Then a disturbing clue makes Jenna 
suspect a connection with other disappearances in 
the town's history. Just when she begins asking the 
right questions, she realises she's being followed. Is 
she next on the killer's list? In a race against time, 
Jenna and David must unlock the dark secret at the 
heart of the town, before it's too late. 

SOFIA AVES BOOKS ARE HIGHLY 
RECOMMENDED BY A CUSTOMER 
COLLISION  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Five years ago, Mila was held up in a bank 
heist. While she survived, her co-worker didn’t. 
Nightmares of the criminal genius’ eyes have 
plagued her since his escape at the hands of a 

rookie cop. Callum Dane is still chasing his nemesis. 
Wayde Logan is the only man he’s failed to put 
behind bars, and who nearly destroyed his fast-
tracked police career. Now, Cal is the leader of an 
elite, police task force dedicated to hunting the bank 
robber, but for five long years, Logan has evaded 
capture. When he rear-ends a car while distracted by 
his frustrating ex, Cal and Mila are thrown headfirst 
into a maelstrom of events that brings them face to 
face with the man they both fear. 

BLINDSIDED  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
As the youngest member of an elite task 
force team Danny is often underestimated. 
It’s an image he encourages, despite 
sporting a genius level IQ. When the team 
begins working Operation Predator, 
Danny’s moment of peace is shot to hell. 

Danny is sent to professional coaching as part of his 
boss, Cal’s, efforts to hold the team together after 
their last operation. When he discovers his 
motivator is the jogger he’s been working out with, 
Danny is determined to flirt his way through his 
coaching, stubbornly refusing to delve into personal 
truths he’s been hiding from himself for years. He's 
relieved when he’s placed on an undercover 
assignment, his preferred area of expertise. Moving 
in with a group of gym junkies isn’t a bad way to 
spend assignment. The group remove small change 
from banks, but Danny feels there is something 
bigger in the works, until he is spotted by Laura, 
who almost blows his cover. Pulled from his 
assignment, Danny is furious. Tensions rise during 
their sessions as more odd hacks catch Danny’s 
attention. Their budding relationship is blown to 
pieces when he opts to go back undercover, 
determined not to let Laura distract him. 
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THE WIDOW WORE PLAID – JENNA JAXON  
BOOK #6 $24.95 
Start with Start with To Woo A Wicked Widow. It is a truth rarely 
acknowledged--at least in public--that a wealthy widow is free to 
pursue a great many adventures. For two years, Jane has privately 
enjoyed her independence. Why should she remarry, even when 
the gentleman proposing is as wonderful as Gareth, Lord 
Kinellan? She entreats him never to ask her again. But as her 

Widows' Club friends--now all joyfully remarried--gather at Castle Kinellan, 
Jane begins to wonder if stubbornness has led her to make a terrible mistake. 
Kinellan needs a wife to give him an heir, and he wants that wife to be Jane. 
They are perfect together in every way, yet she continually refuses him. Just as 
he is on the point of convincing her, a series of accidents befall Gareth and 
point to an enemy in their midst. He has promised Jane a passionate future 
filled with devotion, but can he keep them both alive long enough to secure it? 

 
HER LEGENDARY HIGHLANDER – NICOLE LOCKE  
$19.95 
Capturing legendary Highlander Malcolm of Clan Colquhoun was 
Andreona's last chance to win her tyrannical father's respect. 
Instead he orders them both to be killed! Resigned to her 
devastating role as the family outcast, she and her prisoner escape 
and continue on his quest to return a treasured heirloom. They 
find solace in their unexpected passion, but haunted by a lifetime 

of betrayals, will either dare to hope it could last beyond their journey? 
 
GIRLS BEFORE EARLS – ANNA BENNETT  
BOOK #1 $24.95 
To survive her difficult childhood, Miss Hazel Lively relied on two 
things: a tough exterior and a love of books. Now, she's realized 
her life-long dream of opening a school for girls. She's hoping the 
wealthy families who summer at the shore will entrust their 
daughters to Bellehaven Academy--and help pay for less fortunate 

students. All Hazel must do is maintain a flawless reputation. It's a foolproof 
plan...until a handsome earl strides into her office. Gabriel Beckett, Earl of 
Bladenton, has had a monstrous headache since the day his teenaged niece 
became his ward. She's already been expelled from two London schools, but 
Blade is determined to enroll her at Bellehaven Academy, where she'll be out of 
his hair. If only he can convince the buttoned-up--and unexpectedly intriguing--
headmistress to take a risk. Blade makes an offer that's impossible for Hazel to 
refuse, but she has one condition: the earl must visit his niece every other week. 
Soon, Blade discovers there's more to Hazel than meticulous lessons. Their 
sparring leads to flirtation...and something altogether deeper. But the passion 
that flares between them poses a threat to Hazel's school and Blade's battered 
heart. They say a good thing can't last forever, but true love? Well, it just might. 

THE REBEL AND THE RAKE – EMILY SULLIVAN  
BOOK #2 $24.95 
Book #1 A Rogue to Remember. Rafe Davies might seem like just 
another charismatic rake, but in reality, he is one of the crown's 
most valuable agents. As relentless as he is reckless, Rafe has never 
come upon a mission he couldn't complete. But when he 
encounters the intriguing-yet-prickly lady's companion Miss Sylvia 

Sparrow while on assignment at a Scottish house party, he finds himself 
thoroughly distracted by the secretive beauty. Though most women would be 
thrilled to catch the eye of a tall, dark, and dangerously handsome man, Sylvia is 
through with that sort of adventure. She trusted the wrong man once and paid 
for it dearly. The fiery bluestocking is resolved to avoid Rafe, until a chance 
encounter between them reveals the normally irreverent man's unexpected 
depths--and an attraction that's impossible to ignore. But when Sylvia begins to 
suspect she isn't the only one harboring a few secrets, she realizes that Rafe may 
pose a risk to far more than her heart. 
 

THE VISCOUNTS NEW HOUSEKEEPER – LUCY 
ASHFORD  
$19.95 
When James, Viscount Grayford, returns home with his 
reputation in tatters, the last thing he needs is incompetent new 
housekeeper Emma Bryant! But beneath her drab gown and ugly 
cap is a pretty young woman of quality, forced to work by 
straitened circumstances. As she proves steadfast and courageous 
in helping him clear his name, James can't help but want her--even 

if what burns between them is utterly forbidden. 
 
THE REDEMPTION OF PHILIP THANE – LISA 
BERNE  
BOOK #6 $24.95 
Start with You May Kiss the Bride. Philip Thane--rogue, rake and 
scoundrel extraordinaire--hadn't wanted to visit some dumpy 
provincial town to give a speech, but he'd struck a devil's bargain 
with old Henrietta Penhallow, the imperious family matriarch. 
Nor did he expect that once he got there, he'd somehow be living 

the same day over and over again. It's strange! It's terrible! On the other hand, 
it is giving him time to cozy up to the delectable, brainy Margaret Allen, in town 
to research the book she's writing. Philip is sure she'll fall starry-eyed into his 
arms, just as women always do. But to his amazement Miss Allen stands firm 
against his wiles, day after day. How can she resist his seductive charm? Why 
won't she change her mind? What must he do to win her heart? Maybe--just 
maybe--it isn't Margaret who needs to change, but rather a certain rogue, in love 
for the first time in his life, who will.  
 

Want The others In The Series?  
Ask Us To Special Order Them 

STRIAN  
BOOK #3 $27.95 
Book #1 Leif, Book #2 Freya. Strian 
Eindrideson has served alongside his 
friends since he was old enough to 
swing a sword, but beneath the 
handsome but brutal exterior lies a 

wounded heart. Separated ten years earlier from the 
only woman he ever loved, Strian searches for his 
missing wife until a pair of blue eyes captures his 
attention during a raid in Scotland. Those blue eyes 
could only belong to one woman. A woman he 
feared was dead but always hoped he would find. 
Now returned to their homeland, Strian must prove 
that he can be the protector and partner he swore 
to be all those years ago. Gressa Jorgensdottir 
thought she had everything her heart desired until a 
battle left her near death and torn away from the 
man she had married only months earlier. Ten years 
of living in Wales, first as a slave then as free 
woman, convinced Gressa that she would never 
again see the man who still holds a piece of her 
soul. When that man from her past returns her to a 
land where her Sami heritage makes her an outcast, 
Gressa must decide whether her life with Strian 
holds more promise than the pull from secrets that 
bind her to Wales. Torn apart during one battle 
only to be reunited during another, Strian and 
Gressa must learn to trust one another again, 
sharing the truth of their time apart while relying 
upon one another to survive. Rivals for their 
affection, secrets and half-truths, and an ever 
present threat from a common enemy test Strian 
and Gressa's resolve. 

CELESTE BARCLAY HAS THREE MORE 
THIS MONTH 

LENA & IVAR  
BOOK #4 $27.95 
Ivar Sorenson is not only his 
father's heir to their jarldom, 
he's his parents' last remaining 
son. There isn't much choice 
for the future jarl when his 
father demands an alliance with their 

feuding neighbor. That alliance can only come in 
the form of a marriage...to a woman Ivar doesn't 
want and doesn't like. Not when he already has the 
one great love of his life already by his side. Can 
Ivar convince his father that a marriage is needed to 
end the feud? Can he prove that the woman he 
loves is the woman his tribe needs to lead alongside 
him? Lena Torbinsdóttir has known Ivar Sorenson 
her entire life, growing up and training alongside 
him. As children, they were inseparable playmates 
and best friends. As adults, Lena and Ivar are 
soulmates. But ongoing conflict between their tribe 
and their neighbor may force Lena to give up the 
only man she has ever loved in the name of duty 
and politics. Can Lena walk away when Ivar faces 
marriage to another woman? Can Lena survive 
when her competition wants Ivar's attention all for 
herself? With help from their friends, Rangvald and 
Lorna, can Ivar and Lena find a way to create peace 
while protecting their future together? 
 
 
 
 

A SAINT IN THE HIGHLAND COURT  
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with A Spinster At The Highland 
Court. Over the past two years, Blair 
Sutherland has watched her sister and 
friends marry and leave King Robert the 
Bruce's royal court. Her parents have 
promised her a love match, but none of the 
courtiers who hang on the king's coattails 

interest her. Just when Blair wonders if she'll ever 
find the love the other ladies have found, her 
childhood friend, Hardwin Cameron, arrives at 
court in need of guidance. With more purpose to 
her days, Blair's loneliness no longer weighs so 
heavily upon her. But while Blair offers her 
assistance, she finds it hard to pay attention when 
the boy she used to race is now a man who's a 
constant distraction. Hardwin Cameron was the last 
person likely to inherit the Cameron lairdship, but 
he's watched one man after another in his family 
die until the title is thrust upon him. Amidst his 
grief, Hardwin struggles with the duties expected of 
a laird when he was never trained for such 
responsibilities. Thrust into a role that was never 
meant to be his, Hardwin is forced to make an 
appearance before the king. When he arrives, 
Hardwin can't believe his good fortune when he 
runs into Blair, a friend among wolves. The girl he 
used to tease is now a woman, and Hardwin can't 
deny his attraction as they work side-by-side to 
prepare him for his new role. A romance blossoms, 
but it's put to the test when enemies approach the 
Camerons from every direction.  
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THE TRUTH ABOUT LORD STONEVILLE – SABRINA 
JEFFRIES  
BOOK #1 $24.95 
In the two decades since a tragic accident took the lives of his 
parents, Oliver Sharpe, the Marquess of Stoneville, has survived 
the scandal surrounding that fateful night by living as an 
unrepentant rakehell. And with his grandmother vowing to 
disinherit him if he doesn't settle down and wed, he plans to 
fulfill the bargain in true Sharpe style -- by bringing home a fake 

fiancee from a brothel! But his scheme is derailed when he rescues an American 
beauty in a dire predicament instead. Maria Butterfield came to London to track 
down her groom-to-be, who's gone missing, but her engagement won't stop 
Oliver from getting what he wants: her, in his bed. His rebellious masquerade 
may call his grandmother's bluff, but it's soon made all too real - by a love that 
tempts him to be a hellion no more. 

 
TO CATCH A RUNAWAY BRIDE – HELEN DICKSON  
$19.95 
Moments away from becoming a viscountess, Marietta 
Harrington realizes that she cannot marry the man her father 
has chosen for her. Wedding guest Edmund Fitzroy whisks her 
away from the church...and as she gets to know this virtual 
stranger, she's drawn into a delicious courtship. When Edmund 

mysteriously disappears, Marietta faces a terrible choice. Should she trust the 
man she loves or submit to another arranged marriage? 
 
FORTUNE FAVORS THE DUKE – KRISTIN VAYDEN  

BOOK #1 $24.95 
Quinton Errington is perfectly happy teaching at Cambridge, 
with his elder brother carrying the duties of being the Duke of 
Wesley. But when a trip to celebrate Wesley's last week of 
bachelorhood ends in tragedy, Quinton, who becomes the 
Duke, would give anything to have his brother back. Wesley's 
would-be bride, Catherine Greatheart, is left heartbroken and 
alone. Her grandmother has fallen ill, and Catherine has 

nowhere left to turn but to the family she was so close to being part of. 
The new Duke is kind, and she could use a friend. Between learning how 
to be the head of his family, mourning his brother, and trying not to fall in 
love with his late-brother's fiancée, Quinton will need some help--and it's a 
good thing he's not alone. 
 

A SCOUNDREL OF HER OWN – STACY REID  
BOOK #3 $24.95 
Book #1 My Darling Duke, Book #2 Her Wicked Marquess. Lady 
Ophelia Darby exists in two worlds. In one, she is the willful daughter 
of a powerful marquess and darling of the ton. In the other, she moves 
through the underworld's shadows as songstress Lady Starlight, 
protected only by the notorious scoundrel Devlin Byrne. But when she 
stumbles upon her father's darkest secrets, the line between her two 

worlds blurs. Now she needs the help of the one man a lady should never trust. 
Devlin Byrne stands on the edge of London society. No one else knows that his 
obscene wealth and ruthlessness aren't without purpose. Or that his purpose is 
Ophelia. But having Ophelia is only the beginning of Devlin's plans. It's 
undeniable that Devlin Byrne is a temptation-but just as Ophelia begins to trust 
him, maybe even fall for him, she discovers she's not the only one with secrets. 
And his would lead her down more than just the path of scandal. 
 
FALLING FOR THE SCANDALOUS LADY – ELIZABETH BEACON  

$19.95 
Stumbling upon Lady Melissa Aldercombe hiding away in his library 
during a ball, Sir Adam Lathbury expects to be greeted by her horror 
and revulsion at his disfigured appearance-not a fiery frisson of 
attraction that he thought he'd never encounter again. But after his 
betrothed rejected him, can Adam believe the connection is genuine? 
Especially when he discovers she's harboring a secret! 
 

SAVING HER MYSTERIOUS SOLDIER – BRONWYN SCOTT  
$19.95 
Nurse Thea Peverett saves an injured soldier in the Crimea-only to 
realize he can't remember who he is! She brings him home to England 
to help him recuperate. As Thea warms to Edward, who understands 
her like no other man ever has, she forces herself to resist him. For one 
day he might recall his true identity and leave her behind. 
 

MARRIAGE OR RUIN FOR THE HEIRESS – LAURI 
ROBINSON  
$19.95 
The depression has left heiress Jolie Cramer's family destitute! To save 
them, Jolie must abandon her dreams of independence and marry Randal 
Osterlund. Randal only wants a wife to secure a business deal and shares 
her feelings about love. Jolie quickly realizes that's not all they have in 
common, but falling for her husband wasn't part of their agreement. 

Coming next month… 
□ BETTER OFF WED—SUSANNA CRAIG BK #3 T/P  

□ CALDER BRAND – JANET DAILEY BK #1  
□ IN THE ARMS OF A HIGHLANDER – MICHELE 

SINCLAIR  
□ HIGHLAND WOLF – LYNSAY SANDS BK #2  

□ HIS LESSONS ON LOVE – CATHY MAXWELL BK #3  
□ HER UNCONVENTIONAL EARL – AMY JARECKI BK #2  

 

BY WINTERS LIGHT – 
STEPHANIE LAURENS  
BOOK #21 $24.95 *REISSUE* 
(ORIG 11/14) 
Start with A Promise in a Kiss. 
It's frosty December in Scotland 
and six Cynster families come 
together at snowbound Casphairn 

Manor to celebrate the season--and where 
Cynsters gather, love is never far behind. The 
festive occasion unites Daniel Crosbie, tutor to 
Lucifer Cynster's sons, and Claire Meadows, widow 
and governess to Gabriel Cynster's daughter. Daniel 
and Claire have met before, and the embers of an 
unexpected passion smolder between them. 
However, Claire, once bitten, twice shy, believes a 
second marriage is not in her stars. Yet Daniel is 
determined. Assisted by a bevy of Cynsters--innate 
matchmakers every one--Daniel strives to persuade 
Claire that trusting him with her hand and her heart 
is her right path to happiness. Claire is increasingly 
drawn to Daniel despite her misgivings. Then 
catastrophe strikes, and by winter's light, she learns 
that love--true love--is worth any risk, any price. 

LADY SOPHIAS LOVER – LISA KLEYPAS  
$24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 06/02) 
They call him the Monk of Bow Street, Sir 
Ross Cannon, magistrate and head of the 
Bow Street Runners, has spent the past few 
years apprehending the most dangerous 
criminals in London. He's driven and 
disciplined, his days and nights consumed 
by the determined pursuit of justice. Until 
Lady Sophia Sydney, a beautiful young 

woman with a tarnished past, comes to ask for 
employment. Ross knows a woman like Sophia 
doesn't belong in the rough-and-tumble world of 
Bow Street, but he gives in to temptation and hires 
her as his assistant. Day by day the attraction 
between them grows, until neither of them can 
ignore the power of their mutual desire. But Sophia 
has a secret . . . and when Ross discovers the tragic 
link between their pasts, any chance of being with 
him will vanish. All they have are a few nights of 
pleasure, before Sophia will be forced to leave the 
man she's fallen hopelessly in love with. What she 
doesn't count on is how much Ross is willing to risk 
for the sake of a woman who's awakened his heart. 

MARY KATE – NADINE DORRIES  
$15.00 TRADE P/BACK 
*SPECIAL PRICE* 
Liverpool, 1963. Mary Kate Malone is 
seventeen and bitterly unhappy that 
her father has married again after the 
death of her mother. On her last day 
at school, she decides to leave home 
in Tarabeg on the west coast of 

Ireland and head for Liverpool to find her mother's 
sister. But absolutely nothing goes to plan. Within 
hours of disembarking, she finds herself penniless 
and alone, with no place to stay and no idea how 
she will survive. Meanwhile, back in Ireland, where 
old sins cast long shadows, a long-buried secret is 
about to come to light and a day of reckoning, in 
the shape of a stranger from America, will set an 
unstoppable chain of events in motion.  

Preorders… 
□ EARL ON THE RUN – JANE ASHFORD BK #2 DUE 22/2 
□ THE MOST ELIGIBLE BRIDE OF LONDON – ELLA QUINN BK #3 
DUE 22/2 
□ ROGUE SET MATCH – MANDA COLLINS BK #5 DUE 22/2 
□ THE GOOD GIRLS GUIDES TO RAKES – EVA LEIGH BK #1 DUE 22/2 
□ SAY YOULL BE MY LADY – KATE PEMBROOKE BK #2 DUE 22/2 
□ HOW TO BE A WALLFLOWER – ELOISA JAMES DUE 29/3 
□ A MAN OF LEGEND – LINDA BRODAY BK #3 DUE 29/3 
□ A RELENTLESS RAKE – ANNA HARRINGTON BK #4 DUE 29/3 
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t ASHES – CHELLE BLISS  
BOOK #9 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Flame. I won't fall for him. I won't fall for him. If I say 
it enough times...Dylan Walsh was known as a troublemaker...the 
rebel. He left our small town when I was little girl, but his 
reputation didn't. When I lay eyes on him fifteen years later, the 
attraction is immediate. The Walsh family is the one everyone talks 
about in whispers. My family hates them, and by default, I always 

did too. But when the blue-eyed rebel sets his sights on me, I am screwed. And 
no matter how hard I fight; my feelings get deeper...stronger. After years of 
failed relationships, how do I fall for the one man who's always been off limits? 
 
HERES MORE FROM SHANNON MCKENNA BROTHERHOOD SERIES 

HEEDLESS  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Hellion. Security expert Nate Murphy came to Shaw's 
Crossing to kick ass and help the Trask brothers fight off their 
enemies. He didn't expect to get knocked off his feet by Elisa, the 
woman who works in Demi's restaurant. Nate's a Marine and ex-
bouncer whose specialty is breaking heads, but the fear in Elisa's 
eyes makes him want to crush whoever put it there. If only she 

would tell him the truth. Elisa Rinaldi is on the run from a killer. She doesn't 
dare expose him because he's holding her little brother captive. Hiding in the 
mountain town of Shaw's Crossing had seemed like a good idea at the time but 
getting attached to the people there was not, particularly the hard-eyed, hard-
bodied Nate Murphy. Because her new friends have big troubles of their own, 
and their trouble makes a lot of noise. Things have gotten messy in this town, 
with cops and media coverage everywhere. If she shows up on TV or online, 
she's dead and so is her brother. Elisa has to leave Shaw's Crossing-after a 
parting gift to herself. One unforgettable night with Nate, and she'll do the right 
thing, even if it breaks her. The passion between them leaves Nate gasping 
for breath. Then Elisa vanishes. Nate can't rest until he finds her. He means 
to solve her problem once and for all.  

HAVOC  
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Mace Trask is setting a trap for the bastard who just tried to kill 
both his brothers, and he can't wait to spring it. Then a woman 
shows up and starts wandering around GodsAcre, the property 
that he's wired to blow, putting Mace's plan in jeopardy and herself 
in deadly danger. There's only one thing to do-so Mace whisks her 
away to his cabin in the woods, determined to find out what 

this fiery beauty wants, and knows. Cait LaMott is terrified when the huge 
guy with buzzed off hair and ice-blue eyes drags her off into a remote cabin 
in the lonely woods. She's on a mission to find her father, a virologist who 
disappeared fourteen years ago, and nobody is going to stop her. Certainly 
not this suspicious, muscle-bound, infuriating, fascinating man. Not even 
her body's traitorous reaction to him. But as they work together to uncover 
the terrifying truth, they start to crave each other's touch. Mace's armor is 
no defense against Cait. Her sweet passion burns him, her courage inspires him, 
and her razor-sharp mind might just be what it takes to keep them both alive. 

NEON GODS – KATEE ROBERTS  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Society darling Persephone Dimitriou plans to flee the city of 
Olympus and start over far from the backstabbing politics of the 
Thirteen Houses. But all that's ripped away when her mother 
ambushes her with an engagement to Zeus, the power behind their 
glittering city's dark facade. With no options left, Persephone flees 

to the forbidden undercity and makes a devil's bargain with a man she once 
believed a myth, a man who awakens her to a world she never knew existed. 
Hades has spent his life in the shadows, and he has no intention of stepping 
into the light. But when he finds that Persephone can offer a little slice of the 
revenge he's spent years craving, it's all the excuse he needs to help her-for a 
price. Yet every breathless night spent tangled together has given Hades a taste 
for Persephone, and he'll go to war with Olympus itself to keep her close. 

 
TERESA GABELMAN’S PROTECTOR SERIES CONTINUES 
BISHOP  
BOOK #15 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Damon. Witch hunter and new VC Warrior, Bishop 
Valentino, takes pride in his duties. Never once has he doubted his 
past as a witch hunter. That changes when a witch occupies his 
mind more than he’s comfortable with. Helping his new brothers 
of the VC keep all the Dragonfly Coven safe from the warlock, 

Orjyll, is Bishop’s number one priority. When that priority begins to shift and 
his focus is pulled away, his allegiance to the brotherhood is at risk. Saving the 
world is something Bishop and the Warriors tirelessly do every day. But keeping 
witches safe is something new for Bishop, and if they fail and the Grail women 
fall to what the Fates bestowed on them many years ago, Hell on Earth could 
come swiftly. To lose the battle between good and evil is not an option. Bishop 
has to find balance between his oath to the brotherhood and his heart.  

CHARGER  
BOOK #16 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Charger O'Neil knows nothing but chaos. As a Dark Guardian dealing 
with the underworld, mayhem is to be expected. Not only is it part of 
the job but also his life. With his team falling apart, Charger has an 
important decision to make. Stay or get out while he still can. Staying 
means he'll bring down the one person he's ever cared about but 
walking away means he could lose her forever. All his life, he's ridden 

the line between good and evil. Now, one single decision could change his 
course, pushing him to the one side he never thought he'd be on. 

 
IRON EAGLE – EVE LANGLAIS  
BOOK #8 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Kodiaks Claim. Once known as the Iron Eagle of the skies, 
Eli, a former military hero, now spends his time drowning his regrets in 
alcohol-until a woman challenges what's left of his pride. Yvette, a 
human with a mission, drags Eli from his pit of misery with a plea he 
can't ignore. And Eli needs something to help him move past grief and 

guilt. What this shifter doesn't expect as he regains his feathery courage, is to fall 
in love. But will he have a chance at a happily ever after given the threat facing 
the world? Time to be a hero one last time. 
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Coming next month… 
□ SILENT HEART – AMY LANE BK #2 

□ FEARING THE DREAM – ANNE MARIE JAMES BK #2  

Preorders…  
□ HIS FRESH START COWBOY – AM ARTHUR BK #1 DUE 22/2  

□ SINK OR SWIM – ANNABETH ALBERT BK #2 T/P DUE 22/2 

Coming next month… 

□ STEFAN—EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P  

□ ELECTRIC IDOL – KATEE ROBERTS BK #2 T/P 

□ BROKEN DOVE – CHELLE BLISS BK #2 T/P  

Forthcoming… 
□ THE BARBARIAN KINGS ASSASSIN – EVE LANGLAIS T/P DUE 1/3 
□ RAYMOND – EVE LANGLAIS BK #3 T/P DUE 1/4  

ITS COMPLICATED – KINDLE 
ALEXANDER 
BOOK #2 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Reservations. Nightclub 
manager Julian Cullen runs 
Reservations with precision and a deep 
sense of pride. But repressed memories 

from his abduction two years ago surface, leaving 
him struggling. Julian vows to reclaim his previous 
life but doesn’t factor in the biggest distraction of all: 
the cowboy hanging around the club intent on 
gaining his attention. Entrepreneur Beckett St. Clair 
built an industry-leading survivalist training company 
through hard work and dedication. The tough-as-
nails outdoorsman can navigate any situation or so 
he thinks…A chance encounter with a guarded 
nightclub manager leaves him tumbling head over 
heels into uncharted territory. One man is lost to his 
past, the other dreams of a future. Both men will 
soon find out love is never easy it’s complicated. 

WARM HEART – AMY LANE  
BOOK #1 $25.95 
Following a family emergency, 
snowboarder Tevyn Moore and 
financier Mallory Armstrong 
leave Donner Pass in a blizzard 
and barely survive the helicopter 
crash that follows. Stranded with 
few supplies and no shelter, Tevyn and 

Mallory-and their injured pilot-are forced to rely on 
each other. The mountain leaves no room for 
evasion, and Tevyn and Mal must confront the 
feelings that have been brewing between them for 
years. Mallory has seen Tevyn through injury and 
victory. Can Tevyn see that Mallory's love is real? 
Mallory’s job is risk assessment. Tevyn's job is full-
on risk. But to stay alive, Mallory needs to take some 
gambles and Tevyn needs to have faith in someone 
besides himself. Can the bond they discover on the 
mountain see them to rescue and beyond? 

CHASING THE DREAM – ANNE 
MARIE JAMES  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Saul Valencia. Everything Lee Clark ever 
dreamed of in a man? Check. Bad case of 
nerves whenever he's around? Check. Being 
kicked out of the family home for being gay 
would have been bad enough, but Lee Clark 

also worked in his dad's garage. Losing his family, 
his home and his job left him floundering. He can't 
believe his luck when he finds a job at Everyone's 
Mechanic, where he's accepted for who he is. Then 
Saul, a former NFL linebacker and a friend of Lee's 
boss, walks into his life. The man is the embodiment 
of all his teenage fantasies, but Lee doesn't dare 
hope Saul will ever actually notice him. Intrigued 
from the start by the shy man now working for his 
business partner's boyfriend, Saul struggles through 
bad advice and misunderstandings to convince Lee 
that he's serious about wanting a chance with him. 
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ANNIHILATION ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN  
BOOK #6 $24.95 
Start with Judgment Road. Savin "Savage" Pajari is convinced he's 
not worth a damn thing. He's a sadistic monster, a killer-a man no 
woman could truly love. So it completely throws him when a 
stranger risks her life for his, pushing him out of the way and 
taking the hit that would have sent him six feet under. If he had 

any kind of sense, he'd leave her alone, but Savage can't get the woman with a 
smart mouth and no sense of self-preservation out of his head. With one kiss, 
he's lost. Seychelle Dubois has spent her entire life not feeling much of 
anything, until Savage comes along and sets her whole body on fire. Kissing 
him was a mistake. Letting him get close would be a catastrophe. He's the most 
beautiful--and damaged--man she's ever met. He has a way of getting under her 
skin, and what he's offering is too tempting to resist. Seychelle knows so little 
about Savage or the dangerous world of Torpedo Ink, but his darkness draws 
her like a moth to a flame. Loving him could mean losing herself completely to 
his needs--needs she doesn't understand but is eager to learn. But what Savage 
teaches her could destroy her. 

 
SILENCE OF THE WOLF – TERRY SPEAR  
$24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 03/14) 
Elizabeth Wildwood has been a loner all her life, ostracized 
because of her half-wolf, half-coyote blood. When she ventures 
into gray wolf territory on a dangerous quest, she runs right into 
the sexiest shifter she's ever met. And for the first time, Elizabeth 
begins to wish that she could be part of a family. When this 

unusual shifter female comes into his pack's territory, it's Tom Silver's job to 
protect her and show her the way of the wolf pack--if only she would let him. 

A MOST UNUSUAL DUKE – SUSANNA ALLEN 
BOOK #2 $24.95 
Book #1 A Wolf in Dukes Clothing. The Prince Regent insists his 
cousin and fellow bear shifter Arthur Humphries, the Duke of 
Osborn, take a mate to ensure the continuation of their species. 
After all, Arthur is an Alpha, so he must set a good example. The 
duke would very much prefer to continue his comfortable 

bachelor lifestyle, but the Prince Regent is not a bear to be poked. Beatrice, the 
widowed Marchioness of Castleton, is in possession of a powerful secret. She 
knows all about Shifters, her horrible late husband being one of them. At any 
moment, Beatrice could reveal the secrets of the Prince and those like him--
unless the Prince can make sure she marries another Shifter. A marriage 
between the Duke of Osborn and Beatrice is far from ideal for either one, but 
at least they won't fall in love...right? 

 
THE RESET – IMOGENE NIX 
$22.95 
Elaine is just an ordinary woman, but when the apocalypse 
occurs, she must find a way to survive in an increasingly hostile 
world. Enter Liam, the policeman who saves her at their first 
meeting and provides assistance as they try to cope with the 
zombie outbreak brought about by an unknown infection that's 
spreading out of control. Together they form a community, trying 

to save as many lives as they can, a place where people can be safe. Even in the 
throes of disaster though, emotions creep up, taking both of them by surprise. 

Who knows? They might just get their happy ever after...if they can survive. 
 
 

HERES TWO IN SHERRILYN 
KENYON’S HUNTERVERSE 
DARK PLACES  
$22.95 *REISSUE/REPUBLISH*  
At fans behest, we have delivered 
this brand-new short story collection 
that includes stories from long out-of
-print works and stories that 

appeared in several Horror Writers of America 
short story anthologies. In this collection, Sherrilyn 
Kenyon takes readers from the Dark-Hunters to 
witches to demons and everything in-between as 
she explores the darkest parts of human nature. 
Dangerous and exciting, each story is one thrill ride 
after the next, proving time and again how Sherrilyn 
has captivated millions of readers worldwide. Now, 
readers are invited to go deep into Kenyon's rich 
and imaginative mind and experience the heart-
racing moments that never stop coming! Included 
short stories:  “A Day In The Life”, “Hell Hath No 
Fury”, “I-O-U”, “Karma”, “The Neighbors”, “Toil 
& Trouble”, “Devil's In The Details” 

SANCTUARY 
$27.95 TRADE P/BACK *FAN 
FICTION SHORT STORIES SET 
IN THE HUNTERVERSE* 
Over a century ago, the Peltier clan 
came to New Orleans and established 
one of the best-known Limanis in the 
world. Now out of the shadows of 

their past, the present, and the future, readers will 
be treated to stories from fans of Sherri's as they dip 
their pens into the realms of the Dark-Hunters, 
Were-Hunters, and Dream-Hunters. Join us for this 
exciting collection of short stories set at Sanctuary 
that are sure to entertain! 
 
THIEF OF SOULS – BEC MCMASTER  

BOOK #2 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Thief of Dreams. After 
failing to return with the Dragon's 
Heart, Zemira is sent by her father to 
infiltrate the Court of Blood, in search 
of the mythical cauldron that contains 
the power of the long-lost dragon 
kings. But her deal with Prince Keir 

bears dangerous consequences-for Keir is 
determined to gain the cauldron himself. Caught 
between two deadly enemies, can Zemira save 
herself? And will Keir ever forgive her for the 
deception she played upon him? 

GATE KEEPER – BIANCA D’ARC  
BOOK #14 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Maiden Flight. Scott and Rik 
are getting used to working together as a 
team of commandos within the Castle 
Lair when they are sent north on a 
desperate mission. The throne of the 
Northlands has long been in the hands of 

usurpers, but now that the rightful heiress has been 
found – the knights are searching for a way to oust 
the enemy and put Princess Isabelle on her late 
father’s throne. Claire is living in a castle under 
siege, hiding within the secret passages to do her 
duty and protect the location of the all-important 
gate. After witnessing the death of her parents, she 
has stepped up to take their places as guardian of 
the gate and protector of the kingdom’s knowledge. 
She’s saved what she could of the archives and has 
stepped into her father’s role as Gatekeeper, all 
while remaining hidden within the walls of the 
castle. Even in her isolation, Claire has found a way 
to make allies - every day, the enemy draws nearer 
to discovering the secret she is guarding. When she 
meets the knights, the attraction is instantaneous, 
but the danger is even more imminent. When Claire 
is captured by the enemy, it'll be up to Scott and Rik 
to storm the castle and free their lady love.  

 
HUNTING SEASON – SHELLY 
LAURENSTON 
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
*REPUBLISH* (ORIG 08/10) 
Neecy Lawrence, winged warrior for a 
Viking Goddess, doesn't know what to 
do with a nice guy. Most days she's 
barely polite, much less nice. But 

Raven leader and loyal Odin warrior Will Yager isn't 
just nice. He's gorgeous, hot, and determined to 
have Neecy in his bed and his life until Ragnarok 
comes. It's just too bad Neecy is the most difficult 
woman Yager has ever known. Second in command 
to the Crows, a violent band of rowdy warrior 
women, Neecy's only concerns are keeping her 
"girls" safe and making up for a past she can't 
outrun. As far as she's concerned, Yager is nothing 
but a distraction she can't afford to deal with. But 
Yager wants Neecy. In fact, he's wanted her for a 
long time. Not just for a night, but forever. And like 
any self-respecting Viking, Yager will risk everything 
to get the one woman who makes his warrior life 
more than worth it. 

MARIE ANDREAS HAS 
ANOTHER FANTASY SERIES 
ESSENCE OF CHAOS  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
When monstrous hounds chase Jenna 
Reilly into a ditch outside LA, she finds 
herself thrown into a world far stranger 
than Los Angeles -- and trapped in a 

body that isn't her own. The inhuman man who 
rescues her has been hunting monsters, and finding 
Jenna is a clue to a coming apocalypse. Forces of a 
lost evil from the past are coming back to reclaim 
their land. Over the centuries, a select group of 
people had been in place to stop that from ever 
happening. One of these was the woman whose 
body Jenna had been slammed into. Unfortunately, 
the body's previous owner had been brutally mind-
sacrificed by the followers of the dark gods, leaving 
Jenna with no knowledge of how she was to stop 
the coming slaughter of the world she was now in. 
The uncontrolled magical powers that are growing 
inside her could save this world or seal its fate in 
brutality and horror. 

DIVISION OF CHAOS  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
When Jenna first was pulled into her 
new body, and her new world, she 
knew she’d never get over thinking of 
Earth as her home. But risking her life 
to defend her new world, and her new 
friends, changed all of that. Not only 

was she possibly falling in love with Storm, but this 
world had also become home. After many losses, 
including Storm’s father the king, the survivors 
made their way back to the castle to prepare for the 
battles they knew would be coming. They’d won the 
fight, but the war was only beginning. One by one 
the neighboring kingdoms begin to fall under attack 
from sources beyond this world and within their 
own people. At the same time, the cuari, a group 
created by the gods and goddesses themselves to 
protect and guide this world vanish, and the chaotic 
plain, the source of all magic, falls under attack. 
Jenna finds herself facing challenges that make the 
prior battle seem tame. The body she’d been pulled 
into a year ago was a Guardian, a being with the 
ability to stop the coming apocalypse. But Jenna is 
still learning magic and the knowledge the former 
woman had is long gone. If she can’t figure out how 
to stop the attacks, free the cuari, and save the 
chaotic plain—this world will fall. p
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THE SIXTH SPELL – MICHELLE M PILLOW  
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Second Chance Magic.  At forty, Kari Grove knows she 
should be over her strict childhood. The grandparents who raised 
her had never been loving people. But some feelings are buried 
deep and contain more dark secrets than even she realizes. Even 
after death, it would appear her grandmother isn't done 
controlling her life. (and that's putting it mildly) With the help of 

new friends and a love interest her grandparents would have hated, Kari must 
finally learn to stand up for herself and unravel the tragic mystery of her past. 

 
IT HAPPENED ONE MIDNIGHT – SARANNA 
DEWYLDE  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
Book #1 Fairy Godmothers Inc, Book #2 Men are Frogs. 
Novelist Juniper Blossom has romance down to a science in her 
bestselling books. But she's not about to settle for just any man--a 
happy ending looks different for everyone, and she needs to find 
the guy whose idea of forever matches her own. Try telling that to 

her adorable, meddling grandmothers, though. If she doesn't find a man soon, 
they're going to find one for her. Which is why Juniper has prepared for a trip 
home to Ever After by fibbing that her sexy, smart, sweet best friend Tomas is 
her fiancé! He doesn't believe in love at all, but that doesn't matter if they're 
just pretending. Divorce attorney Tomas Rivera is as proud of Juniper's 
authorial success as she is, but that doesn't mean he buys into her books' 
premise. His career is proof enough that true love is the real fairy tale--and 
everyone knows fairy tales aren't real. But he can never say no to gorgeous 
Juniper, and an "engagement" might move him one legal brief closer to partner 
at his old-fashioned firm. Yet playing the part suddenly starts to mean feeling it, 
especially when a kiss just for show turns up the heat between them. Is happily 
ever after possible for two people who aren't on the same page when it comes 
to love? 

HARVEST WEB – YASMINE GALENORN  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Starlight Web. Summer has been kind to January-work 
has involved a lot of quiet research, she's helped Ari revamp her 
wedding plans, and settled into a comfortable routine with Killian. 
That all comes to a screeching halt when autumn crashes in like a 
bull in a china shop. January finds herself plagued with a frightening 
ghost when renovations literally uncover a skeleton in a hidden 

room. She must discover who the dead man was and why his skeleton is in her 
house before she can exorcise the spirit-not an easy task in itself. On top of 
that, at work an even more serious issue arises when Conjure Ink's new client is 
killed by the Whatcom Devil-an urban legend come to life. And now, it's 
stalking January. Can Conjure Ink manage to find and destroy the creature 
before it manages to claim January as its next victim? 

 
BUMP IN THE NIGHT – HP MALLORY  
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Afraid of the Dark. With the ghost of Drake Montague 
possessing my body, I've broken the barrier between this plane 
and the next. Now, in order to stop the ghost of the murderous 
axeman from attacking New Orleans again, I'll have to visit the 
most infamous building in the city-the LaLaurie Mansion. In the 
1800s, the LaLaurie Mansion was the location of unspeakable 

atrocities and now I'm going to venture into the depths of this awful place, 
where I'll experience first-hand what happened all those years ago. The 
LaLaurie Mansion will lead me back to my least favorite of all places-Guarda's 
shack of voodoo, where I'll have to succumb to Guarda's magic, yet again. To 
stop bloody history from repeating itself, I'll have to travel back in time to 
confront the Axeman at his roots, with the help of a certain handsome-and 
suddenly flesh and blood-police officer with a killer accent. 

HERES ANOTHER COZY 
SERIES WEV’E JUST FOUND 
BY TRACI WILTON 
MRS MORRIS AND THE 
GHOST  
BOOK #1 $24.95 
A grieving young widow, Charlene 
needed a new start--so she bought a 

historic mansion, sight unseen, and drove from 
Chicago to New England to start turning it into a 
bed-and-breakfast. On her first night in the house, 
she awakens to find a handsome man with startling 
blue eyes in her bedroom. Terror turns to utter 
disbelief when he politely introduces himself as 
Jack Strathmore--and explains that he used to live 
here--when he was alive. He firmly believes that 
someone pushed him down the stairs three years 
ago, and he won't be able to leave until someone 
figures out who. If Charlene wants to get her 
business up and running in time for the Halloween 
tourist rush, and get this haunting houseguest out 
of the way, she'll have to investigate. Though truth 
be told, this ghost is starting to grow on her.  

MRS MORRIS AND THE 
WITCH  
BOOK #2 $24.95 
Halloween is the biggest holiday of the 
year in Salem but when B&B owner 
Charlene Morris finds the dead body 
of a witch, it spells trouble. Charlene, 
recently widowed, has renovated her 
mansion just in time to greet guests 

arriving for the town's annual Halloween festivities. 
She's lucky to have a helpful staff to provide 
support-as well as a ghost named Jack standing 
invisibly by her side. Unfortunately, while the 
revelers head out on haunted tours, have their 
fortunes told, or grab a drink at Brews and 
Broomsticks, a killer walks among them. When 
Charlene discovers Morganna, a local Wiccan, dead 
in her shop, she starts getting cozy with the local 
coven, looking for clues to locate the culprit. Salem 

may be famous for the false accusations of 

witchery in centuries past, but this time someone is 
genuinely guilty--of murder.  
 

THE EX HEX – ERIN STERLING  
$22.99 TRADE P/BACK 
Nine years ago, Vivienne Jones 
nursed her broken heart like any 
young witch would: vodka, 
weepy music, bubble baths...and 
a curse on the horrible boyfriend. 
Sure, Vivi knows she shouldn't 
use her magic this way, but with 

only an "orchard hayride" scented candle on hand, 
she isn't worried it will cause him anything more 
than a bad hair day or two. That is until Rhys 
Penhallow, descendent of the town's ancestors, 
breaker of hearts, and annoyingly just as gorgeous 
as he always was, returns to Graves Glen, Georgia. 
What should be a quick trip to recharge the town's 
ley lines and make an appearance at the annual fall 
festival turns disastrously wrong. With one calamity 
after another striking Rhys, Vivi realizes her silly 
little Ex Hex may not have been so harmless after 
all. Suddenly, Graves Glen is under attack from 
murderous wind-up toys, a pissed off ghost, and 
a talking cat with some interesting things to say. 
Vivi and Rhys have to ignore their off the charts 
chemistry to work together to save the town and 
find a way to break the break-up curse before 
it's too late. 

 
HARD TIME – JODI TAYLOR  
BOOK #2 $22.99 TRADE P/
BACK 
Book #1 Doing Time. There have 
always been idiots who want to 
change history. But now temporal 
tourism is on the rise. Highly illegal, 
highly risky - and highly lucrative. 

The Time Police despatch their toughest 
undercover agents to take out the perpetrators. 
Then the unthinkable happens. Replacements are 
needed fast and who better than three young 
officers who barely look the part? Step forward 
Team Weird - Luke, Jane and Matthew. They 
might still be in training. Their methods might be 
unorthodox. But, as the Time Police face their 
greatest ever threat, Team Weird might be their 
only shot at survival. 

HERE IS A NEWS COZY SERIES WE’VE 
FOUND FROM CATE CONTE  
WITCH HUNT  
BOOK #1 $24.95 
Violet Mooney owns The Full Moon 
crystal shop in North Harbor, Connecticut. 
Still grieving her grandmother's recent 
unexpected death, she takes comfort in her 
fat orange cat Monty and her work. Not 

everyone in town is thrilled with her business, 
however. When disagreeable town councilwoman 
Carla Fernandez picks a fight over Violet's voodoo 
shop, the two have a very public confrontation. Of 
course, when Carla turns up dead, Violet gets little 
sympathy from the police as suspect #1. But the 
shock of two policemen showing up at her door 
pales in comparison to the sudden appearance of 
her estranged mother Fiona and a surprise sister, 
Zoe. What Fiona reveals will rock her world and 
her sense of self--and reawaken her long-dormant 

power. Good thing. She's gonna need it. 
WITCH TRIAL  
BOOK #2 $24.95 
The Full Moon crystal shop offers 
healing stones for all sorts of ailments. 
Unfortunately, there's nothing among the 
gems that can help owner Violet Mooney 
learn how to wield the magick she 

inherited from both sides of her family--the 
legendary Ravenstar and Moonstone clans. As if 
being an apprentice witch weren't difficult enough, 
Violet's tutors are her estranged mother Fiona, a 
sister she never knew she had named Zoe, and a 
familiar in the form of a black cat, Xander. 
Between learning spells, Violet is being investigated 
by the Magickal Council. A reporter out to debunk 
spiritualists was "genied"--her soul imprisoned 
inside a bottle--in Violet's shop, and she can't 
prove she didn't do it. Meanwhile, her non-
magickal life has become complicated when one of 
her crystal shop customers, Nicole St. James, goes 
missing and turns up dead, a victim of murder. 
Determined to solve both crimes, Violet taps into 
powers she doesn't understand, much less control--
and finds herself conjuring up both supernatural 
and mortal enemies. 
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□ RED RIVER DEEP – CAROLYN BROWN $24.95 
       

□ BOLD FORTUNE – MM CRANE (AKA MEGAN CRANE) BK #1 $24.95  
       

□ THE INN AT HARTS HAVEN – PATRICIA DAVIDS BOOK #1 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
       

□ THE WOMAN I WAS BEFORE – KERRY FISHER $24.95 
       

□ HOT FOR YOU – MARIE HARTE  
BOOK #3 $24.95 □ Book #1 Make Me Burn, □ Book #2 Burning Desire. 
       

□ MARRY ME MILLIE – AMY LILLARD BOOK #1 $24.95 
       

□ EVENINGS BY THE FIRE – DEBBIE MACOMBER $24.95 
*REISSUE* (ORIG 07/92) “Bride on the Loose” “My Hero”  
       

□ THE VINEYARD AT PAINTED MOON – SUSAN MALLERY $35.00 T/P 
       

□ HOW TO COWBOY – JENNIE MARTS  
BOOK #3 $24.95 □ Book #1 A Cowboy State of Mind, Book #2 □ When a 
Cowboy loves a Woman. 

□ THE MCKETTRICK WAY – LINDA LAEL MILLER $24.95 *RI* 
(ORIG 11/07) Includes “A Baby and a Betrothal” by Michelle Major.  
       

□ MERCILESS – DIANA PALMER $24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 07/11) 
       

□ ROMANCING THE RANCHER – KATE PEARCE  
BOOK #6 $24.95 □ Start with The Second Chance Rancher.   
       

□ COWBOY HEATWAVE – KIM REDFORD 
BOOK #9 $24.95 □ Start with Cowboy Firefighter for Christmas.  
       

□ LAST DANCE WITH A COWBOY – SARA RICHARDSON  
BOOK #3 $24.95 □ Book #1 First Kiss with a Cowboy, □ Book #2 One Night 
with a Cowboy. 
       

□ THE FAMILY YOU MAKE – JILL SHALVIS BK #1 $35.00 T/P 
       

□ THE RANCHERS BABY SURPRISE – SASHA SUMMERS $24.95 
       

□ THE TRUE COWBOY OF SUNSET RIDGE – MAISEY YATES  
BOOK #14 $24.95 □ Start with Smooth Talking Cowboy.  

Preorders… 
□  RISK IT ALL – JUNE FAVER BK #4 DUE 22/2 
□  BEFORE BUCKHORN – BJ DANIELS BK #4 DUE 22/2 
□  THE INN ON MIRROR LAKE – DEBBIE MASON BK #4 DUE 22/2 
□  CONFESSIONS FROM THE QUILTING CIRCLE – MAISEY YATES DUE 22/2 
□  THE BLUEBONNET BATTLE – CAROLYN BROWN DUE 8/3 
□  SUMMER AT STALLION RIDGE – DELORES FOSSEN BK #3 DUE 29/3 
□  SWEET HOME COWBOY – YATES/HELM/ASHENDEN/CREWS DUE 29/3 
□  SUMMER ON THE ISLAND – BRENDA NOVAK T/P DUE 5/4 
□  THE BEST OF ME – SHARON SALA BK #13 DUE 26/4  
□  SWEET HOME ALASKA – JENNIFER SNOW BK #5 DUE 24/5 
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GENERATION WARRIORS – MCCAFFREY/MOON  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK *REPRINT* (ORIG 
02/91) 
Book #1 Sassinak, Book #2 The Death of Sleep. Lunzie, fresh 
from her adventures in The Death of Sleep , has discovered that 
the one good heavyworlder she ever met isn't so good after all. 
Fordeliton, sent to investigate the connection between the super-
rich and the planet pirates, and is now dying from a mysterious, 

slow poison. Dupaynil, who has made the mistake of pushing Sassinak too far, 
and has been exiled to Seti space. Aygar, who is out of prove he has brains as 
well heavyworlder brawn.And then there's Sassinak, ordered to report to 
FedCentral for the trial of mutineer Tanegli. She's been told to disarm her shop 
when it enters restricted space; she's been told her crew can't have liberty of 
leave; and she's been told to follow all the rules. But the only person who might 
be able to stop the disaster ahead has never been to follow the rules. 
 
FIRE OF THE FROST – JONES/BOUCHET/DRAVEN/KENNEDY 

$50.00 TRADE P/BACK 
“A Wynter Fyr” by Darynda Jones In a world where vampyres are 
hunted for sport. The only thing standing between them and total 
annihilation is Winter, a warrior bred to save them from extinction. 
Forbidden to fall in love, Winter cares only about her oaths until 
she meets the devilish prince of the underworld. “Of Fate and 
Fire” by Amanda Bouchet Piers, an exiled warrior from Thalyria, 
finds himself in the Big Apple just before the holidays. The world 

and everything in it might be utterly foreign to him, but that won't stop Piers 
from helping to complete a vital mission for Athena and protect Sophie, a 
French teacher from Connecticut who's suddenly knee-deep in inexplicable 
phenomena, danger, and henchmen after an Olympian treasure that should 
never have ended up in her hands. “The King of Hel” by Grace Draven An 
expansion of a stand-alone short story in which a cursed mage-king from 
a frozen kingdom is obligated to marry a woman of high-ranking nobility 
but meets his soulmate in a lowly scribe. “Familiar Winter Magic” by 
Jeffe Kennedy It’s holiday time at Convocation Academy, but best 
friends Han and Iliana are finding it hard to celebrate. As a familiar, Iliana 
is facing her assignment to a life of servitude to a wizard, very soon. And 
Han despite being tested by the oracle daily, he is still uncategorized.  

AURORA: PEGUSES – AMANDA BRIDGEMAN 
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Aurora: Darwin.  Captain Saul Harris of the UNF Aurora 
gets the call he does not want to receive. Forced to pull his team 
back together and go hunt down and capture old enemies, he finds 
himself faced with a whole new terror. He thought the Darwin 
mission was over, but all those unanswered questions are beginning 

to haunt him. Corporal Carrie Welles has no choice but to rejoin the Aurora 
crew and help her captain finish what they started. But is this mission as 
straightforward as it seems? Is she really prepared for the fight of her life?  

 
THE MONARCHS – PAGE/MORGAN  
BOOK #2 $22.99 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 The Ravens. The Kappa Rho Nu, the Ravens, are 
determined to restore balance to the world. After destroying an 
ancient talisman and barely saving their sorority in the process, 
they'll go to any lengths to keep their secret as Westerly's most 
powerful coven of witches. Scarlett Winter, a legacy Raven, has 
finally gotten what she's always wanted: sorority president. Unlike 

her mother or sister before her, Scarlett has a vision for a unified Kappa. But 
the powers of the presidency have their own pitfalls. And with the pressures of 
bureaucracy and past failures weighing on her, Scarlett finds herself at risk of 
losing her magic. As a new member of Kappa Rho Nu, Vivi Devereaux finally 
knows what it's like to belong. She has her Kappa Rho Nu sisters behind her 
and. When Scarlett assigns Vivi the coveted role of social chair, Vivi is 
determined to live up to expectations. But Vivi's studies in witchcraft take a 
deadly turn when she uncovers a new form of magic, one that has ties to 
Kappa Rho Nu's past and the vengeful demon once tied to their talisman. With 
the weight of their newfound roles and the price of destroying the talisman 
haunting them, Scarlett and Vivi must save their sisterhood. 

Preorders… 
□ TRUE WOLF – PAIGE TYLER BK #3 DUE 22/2 
□ CROWN OF SHADOWS – KERI ARTHUR BK #1 DUE 22/2 
□ ETERNAL LOVER – SANDS/HOWELL/MEAD/DEWYLDE DUE 22/2  
□ LAST GUARD – NALINI SINGH BK #5 *REPACK* DUE 22/2 
□ WILD SIGN – PATRICIA BRIGGS BK #6 *REPACK* DUE 22/2 
□ PHANTOM GAME – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK # H/C T/P DUE 1/3 
□ SOUL TAKEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS BK # H/C & T/P DUE 8/3 
□ CROWBONES – ANNE BISHOP BK #3 H/C DUE 8/3  
□STARRY WITH A CHANCE OF NIGHTSHADE–MANDY M ROTH BK#4 DUE19/3  
□ BOSS WITCH – ANN AGUIRRE BK #2 T/P DUE 5/4 
□ SHADOW FALLEN – SHERILYN KENYON BK #31 H/C DUE 12/4 
□ IMMORTAL RISING – LYNSAY SANDS BK #34 DUE 26/4 
□ MAD FOR A MATE – MARYJANICE DAVIDSON BK #3 DUE 26/4 
□ SHADOW FIRE – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #7 DUE 26/4 
□ WHEN A PRINCESS PROPOSES – KERRELYN SPARKS BK #6 T/P DUE 26/4 
□ MILLION DOLLAR DEMON – KIM HARRISON BK #15 *REPACK* DUE 26/4 

□ WHILE THE WOLFS AWAY – TERRY SPEAR BK #3 DUE 31/5 

□ SOUL TAKEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS H/C & T/P DUE 21/6 

Coming next month… 
□ MOONLIGHT AND MAGIC—DARYNDA JONES BK #4 TP  

□ MIDLIFE WITCH HUNTER – SHANNON MAYER BK #6 T/P  
□ THE BEST OF BOTH WOLVES – TERRY SPEAR BK #2  

□ SAVAGE ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #6   
□ FATED BLADES – ILONA ANDREWS  

□ THE IMMORTAL – GENA SHOWALTER BK #2 H/C (T/P 
DUE 30/3) 

□ MUNRO – KRESLEY COLE BK #18 T/P 

Coming next month… 
□ DECONSTRUCTED – LIZ TALLER TRADE P/BACK  

□THE MARINES RELUCTANT RETURN – SABRINA YORK BK #3 
□ TEXAS HOMECOMING – CAROLYN BROWN BK #2  

□ TO BE LOVED BY YOU – DEBBIE BURNS BK #6  
□ CHARMING TEXAS COWBOY – TERI ANNE STANLEY BK #2  

□ LUCKY LEAP DAY – ANN MARIE WALKER T/P 
□ BOLD LOVE – LAUREN ACCARDO BK #3 

□ THE PATH TO SUNSHINE COVE – RAEANNE THAYNE 
□ ALASKA DREAMS – JENNIFER SNOW BK #6  
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 SOFIA AVES  
□ COLLISION BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ BLINDSIDED BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK  
       

□ THE SORORITY MURDER – ALLISON BRENNAN $24.95 
       

□ TOUGH CUSTOMER – SANDRA BROWN $24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 08/10) 
       

□ STITCHED IN CRIME – EMMIE CALDWELL  
BOOK #2 $24.95 □ Book #1 A Wicked Yarn.  
       

□ LIFE FLIGHT – LYNETTE EASON BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P 
       

□ CHASING THE VIOLET KILLER – R BARRI FLOWERS $19.95 
       

□ PURSUED BY THE SHERIFF – DELORES FOSSEN 
BOOK #4 $19.95 □ Start with Her Child To Protect. 
       

□ WATCHING OVER YOU – LORI FOSTER BOOK #3 $24.95  
□ Book #1 No Holding Back, □ Book #2 Stronger Than You Know.  
       

□ CRASH SITE – RACHEL GRANT  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 Dangerous Ground.  
       

ANNA HACKETT 
□ BLACKMAILING THE BOSSMAN BOOK #2 $35.00 T/P 
□ Book #1 Stealing From Mr Rich, □ Book #3 Hacking Mr CEO.  
□ THE HACKER BK #5 $35.00 T/P □ Start with The Investigator.  
       

□ THE LAST WIFE – KAREN HAMILTON $24.95 *REPACK* 
       

□ FRONTLINE FRANCIS – LILIANA HART BOOK #3 $24.95  
□ Book #1 Bouncing Betty, □ Book #2 Hand Grenade Helen.  
       

□ COWBOY IN THE CROSSHAIRS – NICOLE HELM  
BOOK #4 $19.95 □ Start with Summer Stalker.  
       

DK HOOD 
□ LOSE YOUR BREATH BOOK #0.5 (1) $24.95 
□ DON’T TELL A SOUL BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
       

□ CURSE OF SALEM – KAY HOOPER BOOK #20 $49.95 H/C 
□ Start with Stealing Shadows.  
       

□ BEST KEPT LIES/FATHER FOR HER BABY – JACKSON/ 
DANIELS $24.95 *2 IN 1* *REISSUE* (ORIG 06/04) “Best-Kept 
Lies” by Lisa Jackson. “A Father for Her Baby” by B.J. Daniels.   
       

□ HIDDEN CREED – ALEX KAVA BOOK #6 $40.00 TRADE 

P/BACK □ Start with Breaking Creed.   
       

□ LIGHTNING IN A MIRROR – JAYNE ANN KRENTZ 
BOOK #3 $32.99 TRADE P/B $49.95 H/C (DUE 18TH JAN)  
□ Book #1 The Vanishing, □ Book #2 All the Colors of Night.  

□ AGAINST THE TIDE – KAT MARTIN $24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 05/15) 
       

□ PERIL FROM THE PAST – MENTINK/MCCOY $24.95 *2 IN 1*  
       

□ 19 YELLOW MOON ROAD – FERN MICHAELS  
BOOK #33 $24.95 Start with Weekend Warriors. 
       

□ DEATH BY THE FINISH LINE – ALEXIS MORGAN  

BOOK #5 $24.95 Start with Death by Committee.  
       

□ DISAPPEARANCE AT DAKOTA RIDGE – CINDI MYERS BK #1 $19.95 
       

□ MOUNTAIN RESCUE – SANDRA OWENS BOOK #3 $24.95  
□ Book #1 Operation K9, □ Book #2 Keeping Guard.  
       

NORA ROBERTS/JD ROBB  
□ FORGOTTEN IN DEATH – JD ROBB BOOK #53 $24.95 
*REPACK* □ Start with Naked in Death.  
□ WITHOUT A DOUBT $29.95 TRADE P/BACK *REISSUE* (ORIG 
05/16) “Night Moves” “This Magic Moment”  
□ THE OBSESSION $29.95 T/P *REISSUE* (ORIG 04/16) 
□ THE MAGIC CIRCLE $24.95 *2 IN 1* *REISSUE* (ORIG 09/92) 
“Captivated” “Entranced” 
       

□ DISAVOWED IN WYOMING – JUNO RUSHDAN BOOK #3 $19.95 
□ Book #1 Rogue Christmas Operation, □ Book #2 Alaskan Christmas Escape.  
       

□FEARED – LISA SCOTTOLINE BK#6 $24.95 *REPACK* □Start with Accused.  
       

□ LITTLE GIRL GONE – AMANDA STEVENS BOOK #1 $19.95 

□ THE VISCOUNTS NEW HOUSEKEEPER – LUCY ASHFORD  
$19.95 
       

CELESTE BARCLAY 
□ STRIAN BOOK #3 $27.95 □ Book #1 Leif, □ Book #2 Freya.  
□ LENA & IVAR BOOK #4 $27.95 
□ A SAINT IN THE HIGHLAND COURT BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK □ Start with A Spinster At The Highland Court.  
       

□ FALLING FOR THE SCANDALOUS LADY – ELIZABETH 
BEACON $19.95 
       

□ GIRLS BEFORE EARLS – ANNA BENNETT BOOK #1 $24.95 
       

□ THE REDEMPTION OF PHILIP THANE – LISA BERNE  
BOOK #6 $24.95 □ Start with You May Kiss the Bride.  
       

□ TO CATCH A RUNAWAY BRIDE – HELEN DICKSON 
$19.95  
       

□ MARY KATE – NADINE DORRIES $15.00 T/P *SPECIAL 
PRICE* 
       

□ THE WIDOW WORE PLAID – JENNA JAXON  
BOOK #6 $24.95 □ Start with To Woo A Wicked Widow.  
       

□ THE TRUTH ABOUT LORD STONEVILLE – SABRINA 
JEFFRIES  
BOOK #1 $24.95 
       

□ LADY SOPHIAS LOVER – LISA KLEYPAS $24.95 *REISSUE* 
(ORIG 06/02) 
       

□ BY WINTERS LIGHT – STEPHANIE LAURENS BOOK #21 
$24.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 11/14) □ Start with A Promise in a Kiss.  
       

□ HER LEGENDARY HIGHLANDER – NICOLE LOCKE  
$19.95 
       

□ A SCOUNDREL OF HER OWN – STACY REID BOOK #3 
$24.95 □ Book #1 My Darling Duke, □ Book #2 Her Wicked Marquess.  

 □ MARRIAGE OR RUIN FOR THE HEIRESS – LAURI ROBINSON 
$19.95 
       

□ SAVING HER MYSTERIOUS SOLDIER – BRONWYN SCOTT 
$19.95 
       

□ THE REBEL AND THE RAKE – EMILY SULLIVAN BOOK #2 
$24.95 □ Book #1 A Rogue to Remember 
       

□ FORTUNE FAVORS THE DUKE – KRISTIN VAYDEN BOOK #1 
$24.95 

Coming next month… 
□ BETTER OFF WED—SUSANNA CRAIG BK #3 T/P  
□ CALDER BRAND – JANET DAILEY BK #1  
□ IN THE ARMS OF A HIGHLANDER – MICHELE SINCLAIR  
□ HIGHLAND WOLF – LYNSAY SANDS BK #2  
□ HIS LESSONS ON LOVE – CATHY MAXWELL BK #3  
□ HER UNCONVENTIONAL EARL – AMY JARECKI BK #2  

PREORDERS… 
□ EARL ON THE RUN – JANE ASHFORD BK #2 DUE 22/2 
□ THE MOST ELIGIBLE BRIDE OF LONDON – ELLA QUINN BK #3 
DUE 22/2 
□ ROGUE SET MATCH – MANDA COLLINS BK #5 DUE 22/2 
□ THE GOOD GIRLS GUIDES TO RAKES – EVA LEIGH BK #1 DUE 
22/2 
□ SAY YOULL BE MY LADY – KATE PEMBROOKE BK #2 DUE 22/2 
□ HOW TO BE A WALLFLOWER – ELOISA JAMES DUE 29/3 
□ A MAN OF LEGEND – LINDA BRODAY BK #3 DUE 29/3 
□ A RELENTLESS RAKE – ANNA HARRINGTON BK #4 DUE 29/3 

Preorders… 
□ DECKERS DILEMA – CHANTAL FERNANDO BK #1 DUE 22/2 
□ VORTEX – CATHERINE COULTER BK #25 *REPACK* DUE 22/2 
□ AFRAID – JACKSON/IVY/CHILDS DUE 22/2 
□ TURN UP THE HEAT – MARIE HARTE BK #4 DUE 29/3 
□ TOUGH JUSTICE – TEE O’FALLON BK #1 DUE 29/3 
□ UNSTABLE – ALEXANDRA IVY BK # DUE 26/4 
□ THE LAST GOODNIGHT – KAT MARTIN BK #1 DUE 22/6 *REPACK*  

Coming next month… 
□ THE BULLET – IRIS JOHANSEN BK #27 *REPACK*  

□ ABANDONED IN DEATH – JD ROBB BK #54 H/C & T/P 
□ KINGS RANSOM – SHARON SALA *REISSUE* 

□ SENTINEL – SOFIA AVES BK #3 T/P 
□ BRING ME FLOWERS – DK HOOD BK #2  

□ THE PERFECT MURDER – KAT MARTIN BK #4  
□ QUIET IN HER BONES – NALINI SINGH *REPACK* 

□ SAY GOODBYE – KAREN ROSE BK #3 *REPACK* 
□ STAR BRIGHT – CATHERINE ANDERSON *REISSUE*   
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□ A MOST UNUSUAL DUKE – SUSANNA ALLEN 
BOOK #2 $24.95 □ Book #1 A Wolf in Dukes Clothing.  
       

MARIE ANDREAS 
□ ESSENCE OF CHAOS BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ DIVISION OF CHAOS BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
       

□ AURORA: PEGUSES – AMANDA BRIDGEMAN 
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 Aurora: Darwin.   
       

CATE CONTE 
□ WITCH HUNT BOOK #1 $24.95 
□ WITCH TRIAL BOOK #2 $24.95 
       

□ GATE KEEPER – BIANCA D’ARC  
BOOK #14 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Maiden Flight.  
       

□ IT HAPPENED ONE MIDNIGHT – SARANNA DEWYLDE BK #3 
$35.00 T/P □ Book #1 Fairy Godmothers Inc, □ Book #2 Men are Frogs.  
       

□ ANNIHILATION ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN  
BOOK #6 $24.95 □ Start with Judgment Road.  
       

□ HARVEST WEB – YASMINE GALENORN  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK Start with Starlight Web.  
       

□ FIRE OF THE FROST – JONES/BOUCHET/DRAVEN/
KENNEDY $50.00 TRADE P/BACK “A Wynter Fyr” by Darynda Jones 
“Of Fate and Fire” by Amanda Bouchet. “The King of Hel” by Grace 
Draven. “Familiar Winter Magic” by Jeffe Kennedy  
       

SHERRILYN KENYON 
□ DARK PLACES $22.95 *REISSUE/REPUBLISH*  
“A Day In The Life”, “Hell Hath No Fury”, “I-O-U”, “Karma”, “The 
Neighbors”, “Toil & Trouble”, “Devil's In The Details” 
□ SANCTUARY $27.95 TRADE P/BACK *FAN FICTION* 
 

□ HUNTING SEASON – SHELLY LAURENSTON 
$29.95 TRADE P/BACK *REPUBLISH* (ORIG 08/10) 
       

□ BUMP IN THE NIGHT – HP MALLORY  
BOOK #4 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Afraid of the Dark.  
       

□ GENERATION WARRIORS – MCCAFFREY/MOON  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK *REPRINT* (ORIG 02/91) 
Book #1 Sassinak, Book #2 The Death of Sleep.  
       

□ THIEF OF SOULS – BEC MCMASTER  
BOOK #2 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 Thief of Dreams.  
       

□ THE RESET – IMOGENE NIX $22.95 
       

□ THE MONARCHS – PAGE/MORGAN  
BOOK #2 $22.99 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 The Ravens.  
       

□ THE SIXTH SPELL – MICHELLE M PILLOW  
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Second Chance Magic.  
       

□ SILENCE OF THE WOLF – TERRY SPEAR  $24.95 *REISSUE* 
(ORIG 03/14) 
       

□ THE EX HEX – ERIN STERLING  $22.99 T/P 
       

□ HARD TIME – JODI TAYLOR BOOK #2 $22.99 TRADE P/BACK 
□ Book #1 Doing Time.  
       

TRACI WILTON 
□ MRS MORRIS AND THE GHOST BOOK #1 $24.95 
□ MRS MORRIS AND THE WITCH BOOK #2 $24.95  

□ ASHES – CHELLE BLISS  
BOOK #9 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK Start with Flame.  
       

TERESA GABELMAN 
□ BISHOP BOOK #15 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ Start with Damon.  
□ CHARGER BOOK #16 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
       

□ IRON EAGLE – EVE LANGLAIS  
BOOK #8 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ Start with Kodiaks Claim.  
       

SHANNON MCKENNA 
□ HEEDLESS  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Hellion.  
□ HAVOC  
BOOK #5 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

       

□ NEON GODS – KATEE ROBERTS  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
  

  
 
    
 
 

□ ITS COMPLICATED – KINDLE ALEXANDER 
BOOK #2 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK Book #1 Reservations.  
       

□ CHASING THE DREAM – ANNE MARIE JAMES  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
       

□ WARM HEART – AMY LANE  
BOOK #1 $25.95  
 

Coming next month… 
 

□ MOONLIGHT AND MAGIC—DARYNDA JONES BK #4 
T/P  

□ MIDLIFE WITCH HUNTER – SHANNON MAYER BK #6 T/P  
□ THE BEST OF BOTH WOLVES – TERRY SPEAR BK #2  

□ SAVAGE ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #6   
□ FATED BLADES – ILONA ANDREWS  

□ THE IMMORTAL – GENA SHOWALTER BK #2 H/C (T/
P DUE 30/3) 

□ MUNRO – KRESLEY COLE BK #18 T/P 
 

Preorders… 
□ TRUE WOLF – PAIGE TYLER BK #3 DUE 22/2 
□ CROWN OF SHADOWS – KERI ARTHUR BK #1 DUE 22/2 
□ ETERNAL LOVER – SANDS/HOWELL/MEAD/DEWYLDE DUE 22/2  
□ LAST GUARD – NALINI SINGH BK #5 *REPACK* DUE 22/2 
□ WILD SIGN – PATRICIA BRIGGS BK #6 *REPACK* DUE 22/2 
□ PHANTOM GAME – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK # H/C T/P DUE 1/3 
□ SOUL TAKEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS BK # H/C & T/P DUE 8/3 
□ CROWBONES – ANNE BISHOP BK #3 H/C DUE 8/3  
□ STARRY WITH A CHANCE OF NIGHTSHADE—MANDY M ROTH BK #4 DUE 
19/3  
□ BOSS WITCH – ANN AGUIRRE BK #2 T/P DUE 5/4 
□ SHADOW FALLEN – SHERILYN KENYON BK #31 H/C DUE 12/4 
□ IMMORTAL RISING – LYNSAY SANDS BK #34 DUE 26/4 
□ MAD FOR A MATE – MARYJANICE DAVIDSON BK #3 DUE 26/4 
□ SHADOW FIRE – CHRISTINE FEEHAN BK #7 DUE 26/4 
□ WHEN A PRINCESS PROPOSES – KERRELYN SPARKS BK #6 T/P DUE 26/4 
□ MILLION DOLLAR DEMON – KIM HARRISON BK #15 *REPACK* DUE 26/4 

□ WHILE THE WOLFS AWAY – TERRY SPEAR BK #3 DUE 31/5 

□ SOUL TAKEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS H/C & T/P DUE 21/6 
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Forthcoming… 
□ THE BARBARIAN KINGS ASSASSIN – EVE LANGLAIS T/P 
DUE 1/3 
□ RAYMOND – EVE LANGLAIS BK #3 T/P DUE 1/4  

Preorders…  
□ HIS FRESH START COWBOY – AM ARTHUR BK #1 DUE 22/2  

□ SINK OR SWIM – ANNABETH ALBERT BK #2 T/P DUE 22/2 

Coming next month… 

□ STEFAN—EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P  

□ ELECTRIC IDOL – KATEE ROBERTS BK #2 T/P 

□ BROKEN DOVE – CHELLE BLISS BK #2 T/P  

Coming next month… 
□ SILENT HEART – AMY LANE BK #2 

□ FEARING THE DREAM – ANNE MARIE JAMES BK #2 g
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